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GHAPTER TI 

TRE CHALLENGE GF A CURIST-CENTERED COUNSELING 

is bearer of the prophetic Word, and as a shepherd of " 

souls, the modern evangelical pastor realises the potential 

strength and weakness of personal counseling in his ministry, - 

In addition to the preached Word, he secs the necessity for 

pergonci, individual application of the Gospel in caring for Jl 

souls in his parish. Yet much of the literature available, 

even under religious or Christian titles, fails to take sere 

deously the evancselical nature of the Christian ministry and 

ther to draw on scurces cutside the Chureh and to 

espouse chilosophies and attitudes toward God and man which 

are not in harmony with the kerygma of the Christian Gospel. | 

The purpose of this study is to set forth some counseling 

nethcds cf the Lord Jesus as a criterion and guide for pase 

toral counseling. Particularly the incidents recorded in the 

Gospel of St. John, charters 3 anc 44, where Jesus is speaking 

with Nicodemus und with the woman of Samaria, will engage 

our study. The preblem which this paper attempts to study and 

solve is: Can the non-directive or psychoanalytic approaches 

te counseling subtly presupposed in most counseling literature 
a 

be the modus operandi of the Christian minister when these \ 

approaches: are examined against the attitudes and methods of = 

Jesus towards individuals as recorded in the Gospels, sspecially 

chapters three and four ef Ste John? 
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‘there "easeestudies" in which the Lord Jesus faced individual 
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AG the center of the ares of ministerial work called page 

toral care is counseling. To some members of the clersy coun- 

seling is merely a small appendage to their pastoral dutics. 

It may be considered a necessary evil whose time and energy 

expenditure is hardly in proportion to its proved results. To 

others counseling becomes the chief way for presenting the 

  

message of the Gospel. Thus while some ministers iznore the 

potentialities of personal counseling, others have set us hours 

for counseling at their churches, hired professionally trained 

psychiatrists to complete the church's program, and considered 

other areus of church work as second rate compared to the dy= 

namic situations met in personal counseling. 

  
J@ may say at the beginning of this study that we take the 

attitude that in the words and actions of the Lord Jesus we v 

find certain examples and attitudes which suggest and limit coun- 

seling procedures. we will look at His conversations as indica- 

tive of attitudes to follow and goals to strive for. Ia reading 

the works of such popular writers in this fleld as Seward Hilte 

ner, liussell Dicks, Carroll Wise, and others, which shall be 

examined in somewhat critical detail in chapter VI, we have 

found that the Snecifically Christian life are not only absent, 

but frequently slighted and rejected. In addition to this, the 

secular writers on counseling, such a5 Carl Nogers and Ruth 

Strang and other recent authors, are suggestive of techniques 

and principles which may be directly opposite ta the christian 

concepts that Jesus expresses. Therefore we find a personal v 

desire to search into the Goapel narratives und ferret out fron 

peorle with their weaknesses and problems, and gave not only
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imaediate answers, but also struck a universal note which makes 

such situations relevant to our ministerial activities with indi- 

vidual people today. 

This brief study will atteapt to explore the Gospel narrative 

for information on Jesust counseling techniques and precedures. 

ve shall refer particularly to the Gospel of St. John, examining 

the conversations between Jesus and Wicodeaus in the third chap- 

ter, and Jesus with the women of 3amria in the fourth chapter. 

Unless otherwise noted references will be found in the Gospel 

of Ste John. ALL Bible quotations will te from the Revised 

standard Version of 1952. 

The last two ehapters will examine counseling concerts as 

found in secular ami religious Literature. We shail summarize 

by exanining these ccencepts in cemparison with the counseling 

technioues of Jesus and the basic tenets of Christian faith. 

 



CHAPTER II 

JESUS AND INDIVIDUALS 

As we follow the Lord Jesus along the paths of Galilee and 

Judea, we are struck by the great amount of time which one who 

was hailed as great and popular, whom crowds fought to approach 

and who aroused both intense love and hatred, spent with 

individual people. He chose His disciples individually from 

different groups of people. He knew the fishermen from the Sea 

of Galilee: Peter and Andrew, James the Elder and John. He 

rescued the little Jewish tax-collector, Matthew, from his 

distasteful business. And He attracted the pious Nathanael, 

and had patience with the doubtful Thomas. Jesus also developed 

friendships outside the chosen Twelve. we think of Mary and 

Martha and their brother Lazarus. 

Jesus also felt a compelling responsibility toward the 

down-trodden, the openly sinful. He picked up where others 

had left off or were indifferent. No sickness was too disfigur- 

ing, no "possession" too frightening, to one who came as a "phy- 

sician" (Mk, 2:17), and a victor over demonic powers (Matt. 

12:25). The activity of Jesus denotes a relation to humanity x 

which is both personal and universal. He became “like his 

brethren in every respect" (Heb. 2:17), and thus was able to 

sympathize with weakness and infirmity, although He was strong. 

It was in personal conversations that we see Jesus relat- 

ing Himself to individual people in a dynamic, close, empathetic 
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Yelationship. when this situation changes the life and person- 

ality of the one to whom the conversation is addressed, we may 

Say that counseling is being carried on. It is to these inter- 

personal relations that we now address cur study. 

ve first see Jesus in His relations with His parents. The 

twelve year old Jesus had to explain His absence from Mary 

and Joseph (Lk. 2:46-9). Wary is reported as saying that she 

and Joseph were "in great anguish of mind" (_Bbhuved wevor }. 

Jesus? answer is more one of surprise than reproof. But He 

firmly reminded then of what they knew, or should have known, . 

Concerning His mission in life. He pointed to the role He had 

to fulfill in the Light of God's will in a gentle but decisive 

Joseph is no more heard of, but we see Jesus confronting 

His mother in another situation, at Cana (Jn. 2:1-11L). Plusmaer 

finds that Jesus! reply to Mary's commmt, "They have no wine," 

implies a rebuke to her, perhaps because of some sunposed vanity 

about her Son, as Chrysostom suggests, or for int erference. 

If Mary, as has been suggested, “shared her contemporaries! 

secular ideal of the Messiahship, * then this staztenzent was 

  

Ls rr Pp : . ; 
Alfred Plummer, The Yospel According to St. Luke, in 

International Critics) Commentary (Hew lor? Ciarles sceribner'ts 
SONS, a: u 2 Pe e 

  

2, . : 
Alfred Pluamer, The Sospel Aceccrding to St. John, in 

: : ; Ge and Colleges (Gaubridze: The fhe Cambridse Bible for Se 
Universicv tress, 1912), p. che 

Jxobert Ee Speer, Jesus and cur Human Problens (New York: 
Fleaing H. Revell Company, T9467, pe 10.  
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needed as Jesus asserted His relation to the world vhich went 

beyond the relation to His earthly mother. Mary's continued 

faith (2:5) showed that even these somevhat harsh words fitted 

her needs and served her betterment. 

Except for Jesus! association with His immediate family 

(Lk. 2:41-51}, we see Jesus in no recorded situation with in- 

dividual pecple during His hidden years until the recorded 

conversation with John the Baptist (Mt. 3:13-17; In. 1:31-4). 

48 the scene is recorded in St. Matthew, “Jesus came fron 

Galilee to the Jordan to John, to be baptized by him. We can 

imagine a childhood association with this cousin of almost the: 

Sane age. Then followed the years of Jesus! apparent obscurity, 

as Jésus Lived in Galilee and John in dudea, until John began 

his searing preaching and evangelizing. Jesus then went to be 

baptized by dehn. The sinless Jesus was baptized by a water 

"of repentence for the remission of sins® (Mk. 1:4). and here   we see a facet of Jesus' personality that explains much of His 

attitude towards individuals. It has been pointed out, "4s a4 

man and the example to all men, he would suffer humiliatim, 

however great it might be, in order to give a lesson; he would 

take upon himself tne burden of the Law, so entirely inapplicable 

to him, The Lord ssid to John, "Let it be so now; for thus 

it is fitting for us to fulfill all righteousness" (Matt. 3:15). 

  

inaniel-Ro i His Ti trensleted from th Daniel-Rops, Jesus ani His Times, translated Irom the s 
Freneh by Ruby milur (New York: EePere Dutton & Co., Inc., 1954), 
Be 106.  
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Jesus knew that John would have to decrease; his mission was 

complete. Sut Jesus is obedient to the Law, gently reminds John — 

that they both must strive te carry out God's will, and points 

ahead to the time when He, whom John called the "Lamb of God" 

(1:29), would in humble obedience follow His cousin into death 

by cruclty and violence. Until then John was left to his wrk 

while Jesus began to fulfill the role to which John pointed. 
in the call of the disciples we see the Lord Jesus meetings 

strange men, winning them over to give their life in dedication 

to His cause. It is strange to see these men in their various 

occupations being drawn under the sway of a preacher who demanded 

thet they leave home and family amd follow Him. Jesus! life 

ami death would influence all history and human life, and the 

message of thet life and death would be carried by individuals 

whese minds, hearts, wills, and souls were influenced by Jesus. 

We find the record of the calling of the first of the Twelve 

in John 1:35=51 and parallel passeges. John introduces some 

of the disciples individually. Andrew and John had been dis- 

ciples of the Baptist (Jn. 1:35-40; Mke 1:16-20}. Probably 

they saw, as Daniel-iieps suggests, that Jesus was: 

& plain mn and that he lived among the humble folk, 
from whom his disciples were drawn. . . . Jesus hat 
mary traits in comnon with the crowds who foliowed 
hin; he had many others however’, which they instipc- 
tively recognized as belonging to a higher order. 

They follewed this Preacher Who came to be baptised by their 

master, until Jesus turned to them and asked, "What do you 

  

*Ipid., p. 307. 
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seek?" (Jn. 1:38). With bold directness Jesus searched their 

hearts. He questioned the purpose of their following, whether 

it was of devotion or curiosity. Elsewhere Jesus also asked 

direct questions to those whe needed such stimulation: "Wwhon 

do you say that TZ am?" (Matt. 16:15); "What do you want me to 

do for you?” (Matt. 20:32); “what do you think of the Christ?” 

(Matt. 22:42). Jesus was able to stimulate people go that they 

would think through important questions. Sc in these direct 

questions we find desus causing these novice disciples tc exa- 

mine themselves, to gain insight into their owi motivations, 

to understund their own purposes in followings Him. Their answer 

to the question, "what do you seek?" has been described by 

Raniel-hops: "Like the sturdy peasants they wore, they blurted 

of those half-enbarrassed questions which so often 

6 

cout on Oo 

cnshrine the most honest sentiments." 

Jesus spoke to the burly fisherman whose name was Simon. 

i@ renamed him Peter, the Heck, perhaps in direct contrast to 

Peter's impulsive, vacillating personality. Go Jesus told Pe- 

ter that God would work in his heart and make him a rocklike 

person. Philip received the mere command, "Follow Me™ (Jn. i: 

43). but he found in those words, spoken by one whe spoke with 

authority, an offer that caught his soul. He soon went out to 

proselytize others. 

we find Jesus in the interesting conversation with Na- 

thanael as recorded in John 1:45-51. Nathansel received Philin's 

  

  

Sroid., pe 1936  
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witness glumly and probably followed with reluctance the "Come 

and seei" with which Philip eagerly challenged Him. Jesus again 

analyzed His listener. He knew just the right words which would 

capture his heart. Jesus spoke kindly to Nathanael, "behold, 

an Israelite indeed, in whom is no guilt" (1:47). Jesus 

addressed him with a laying-hold on that goodness of a pious 

sécker after God's promises. WNathanael's original disgruntle- 

ment over the fact that Jesus had come from Nazareth disappeared 

as Jesus! revelation "went to the heart cf jiathanael, and filled 

it with holy enthusiasm "7 

Jesus also took the long view of a person. We find the 

Call extended to Matthew. His name sticks out in the list of 

the disciples with the appendage “tax-collecteor"™ (Matt. 10:3). 

The crowds saw only a despised public official. Sut Jesust 

heart reached out to him with the same offer cof grace and hope 

as to the others. Jesus saw one that could be created anew 

by God's grace. Despite the condescending looks of the crowd, 

Jesus saw that God could create a disciple, an evangelist, out 

of a tax-collector. 

in interesting situation is described by St. Luke in 

chapter 16, vv. 36-42 of his Gespel. There Jesus is in the hone 

of the two sisters, Mary and Marthae Luke recorded the inti- 

mate conversation there, and we see again the Lord searching 

out hearts. We agree with Hitchcock who said: 

  

Tibide, pe 195.  
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Hone of these private conversations is exhausted in its 
first application, but contains vital clements which 
make it still serviceable. He was so eager to meet 
each personal need that he established types of experi- 
ence which are universally repeated. 

Jesus with these intimate friends was able to rebuke a fault 

with encompassing love which both softened the blow and assured 

the chastised that His rebuke was for their ovm good. “Martha, 

Hartha, you are anxious and troubled," He said. He conveyed 

an expression of affection ami cencern. Jesus appreciated 

‘ é . Kina 
the graciousness of Martha's Boeu a (Lk. 10:41), bet had 

4 

to point out to her that distraction and division of mind could 

4 
work against focusing her heart on what was really yetin . 

ven Jesus? comparison of Martha's behavior with Mary's is done 

without harshness, net aiming at showing Martha's inferiority. 

Hé points to the positive, the constructive, and does not dweil 

on criticisn. 

The breadth of Jesust interest and concern for others is 

found mo.t pointedly in Wis attitude toward those who were 

public sinners, and whom society spurned. Jesus became known 

as "a friend of tax collectors and sinners” (Hatt. 11:19). 

Speer points out: 

The piety of Christ was not obtrusive. Conscious but 
not self-conscious. In spite of Hia spotiess holiness, 
fie was ever accessible and near. fis holiness made Ein 
an utter strangrer in such a polluted world. His grace 9 
kept him ever active in such a needy and afflicted world. 

  

& we Hitchcock, The Psychology of Jesus (Boston: The Se ee oa 

Pilgrim Press, 1907), p. 191. 

Aspeer, Oe Cite, Pe 10. 
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ote Luke makes the welcoming of outcasts prominent in his Gos- 

pel. Thus in Luke 7:36-50 we find Jesus confronting the sinful 

woue in Simon's house. Plummer lables this Ade Twos & 

person of notoriously bad character and probably a prostitute.+° 

Her very presence Jesus considers an act of faith end trust. 

“er contrition shown by her tears accompanies the personal sac- 

refice of the costly ointment (Lk. 7:37}. Jesus statos the fact 

of her sins, by implication in v. 41, and exmlicitly in v. 47. 

ie does not hide or cover up this fact. But facing both the 

Sin and the act of faith in v. 50, Jesus speaks kindly te the 

Woman graciously receiving her gifts to Him, and ainouncing 

  
to her the basis of new life in His forgiveness (v. 4) and 

is benediction of peace on the basis of this faith in Him (v. 50). 

the story of Lacchaeus also exemplifies Jesus! concern for 

the outeasts of Jewish society (Lk. 19:1-16). the criticisa 

of those who said, "He has gone in to be the guest of a man 

who is a sinner," does not deter Jesus. He is not swayed or 

deflected from what He deems God's will for Him to do, cither 

by the applause or the condemnation of the crowd which followed 

Him. Jesus saw Zacchaeust need and offered Himself ta fill that 

need. This "chief tax collector" (v. 2) expressed his repen- 

tance in promises of amending his sinful life. Jesus announced, 

"Salvation has come to this house." ds Flumner points out when 

Jesus revealed His Messiahship to the despised schismatic 

RT UE ORR Pe SE fF ALC 

>jummer, The Gespel According to 3t. Luke, p. 210.
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(dn. 4:26), to an outeast from the synagogue (9:37), and now to 

this tax-collector, he made 4 spontaneous revelation of His 

mission and purpose and of Himself.+1 

Jesus, in traveling around the area of the Sea of Galilee, 

carried on that tremendous bettle against the devils and ciseases 

"that wrench and wrack the minds and bodies of men.™42 Through- 

out the Gospels are accounts of vesus exercisins the love of 

Sed towards mei and women whose diseases and disfigurenents 

and mental derangenents were either ignored or spurned by those 

about them. Yet Jesus always treated these people as objects 

of “ed's love. His efforts were directed toward their basic 

needs in relution to God, yet His pity healed their bodies as 

well. Thue the parade of lepers, cringing along the walls to 

be unseen by those around; the demon-possessed, shouting ir- 

rationally their pitiful fears and hates; those in perpetual 

Garkness, receiving Him whom John called Light (dn. 1:4f.}) in 

such a direct, physical way--all these found a sympathetic ear 

and 4 miraculously helping hand from the Lord Jesus. He did 

not sanction the idea that all suffering is the result of the 

Sin of the aifferer. Thie we see in Luke 13:1-5, as Jesus struck 

out the parallel that the greeter sinners received the greater 

punishneits, and in John 9:2f. He refuted the charge that the 

men born blind was in such a condition because of sinful acts 

  

Lbiunamer, The Gospel According to St. Luke, pe 436. 

12 i! = MY, % a 3, Elizabeth Goudge, God So Loved the world (New York: 
Goward MeCann, Ine., 1951] De 1U56  
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that he committed. Jesus also penetrated beyond the concern 

for healing of mind to offer forgiveness of sins, thus to gain 

wholeness of soul. To the woman who would secretly cure her 

infirmity by Jesus' power, the extension of her soul's needs 

to Him caused His love to save her, not the mere touching of 

& garment to heal a physical malady (Lk. §:43-8). Likewise 

before the miracle of raising Lavarus (Jn. 11:1-44), preliminary 

préparation is impressed upon the minds of those vho witnessed 

that miracle. He tried to avoid wrong motivations and expecta- 

tions, and instead pointed to the spiritual value of each 

physical act. He was always consciots of His mission as Messiah 

and not just miracle worker. Each individual was an object of 

God's grace in forgiving sins; for this reason Jesus cume into 

the world. 

Jesus also felt a concem for the wealthy, for the high 

caste. The rich young ruler thus became an object of Jesust 

concern (Luke 15:16-30 and parallel passages). This appears 

to be one failure, in which Jesus was not able to reach the 

heart of the men burdened with possessions. desus had ques- 

tioned until He discerned that possessions were the younz ruler's 

problem, his besetting sin. His pride and self-satisfaction 

prevented the young men from perceiving his sin. desus espec— 

lally pointed this out, not rebuking the young man's comment 

concerming the commandments, that he "observed all these from 

my youth" (Mark 10:20}. But Jesus tried to hold up this one 

inadequacy which would have throw him upon God's mercy and 

broken the self-righteousness. Likewise the man in Luke 12:13,  
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who had rudely interrupted Jesus in the middle of a discourse 

concerning a request for desus to make his brother divide an 

inheritence, would ordinarily have been rebuked oz ignored for 

his rudeness. ut perceiving the man's covetous heart, Jesus 

turned aside fron the discourse and gave him a lesson aimed 

at his personal need.23 4s Curtis points out “Jesus! teaching 

E
S
S
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is essentially and wholly occasional. . . . elicited by daily 

ami hourly emergencies of contact and conversation and inci- 

dent. hte That teaching was always basic and radical, going to 

the heart and root of the matter. 

ve have seanned in a brief way some of the social situ- 

ations in which we read of Jesus’ conversations with individuals 

&S recorded in the Gospels. Naturally these comments were not 

necessarily complete records of cach conversation. H5ut we may 

find in these situations attitudes and techniques which help 

us to understand Jesus! concepts of counseling with individual 

Vas this counseling? Definitions cf counseling vary in 

different schcols of thought. 4 psychiatrist may define the 

tern so that it becomes synenymous with psychotherapy and is 

therefore restricted to professional workers. On the other 

hand, Carl Hogers states: "There has been a tendency to use 

the term counseling for more casual and superficial interviews 

me terme RENAE RSE ee SR 

135, Me Price, Jesus the Teacher (Nashville: The Sunday 
School Board of the Southern Saptist Convention, 1946) p. 39. 

Les a Curtis, Jesus Christ the Teacher (London: Oxford we lie 

University Press, 1943}; pe 75-0 
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and to reserve the term psychotherapy for more intensive and 

long-continued contacts. . - "5 ie will use a working 

definition of counseling as we observe the activities of Jesus 

with individuals. Thus counseling, as exemplified by Jesus 

and as suggestive for pastoral care, is: A face-to-face rela- 

tionship in which the counselor is bearer of the revealed word 

of God in Christ; brings the message of reconciliation of a 

Sinner to God; helps the client gain new insight into himself, 

a new orientation to the world around, a more acceptable and 

realistic self-concept, and a power from Christ to think and 

act in a way conforming to God's will. 

Jesus thus looked beneath the surface of a person to find 

what was in his heart. His gentle rebukes to Mary, His mother, 

to Martha, and to the rich young ruler were pointed to certain 

deflected principles which Jesus wanted them to understand more 

clearly. His dynamic pronouncement of the activity of God in 

the world and His positive attitude toward individual people 

attracted those hard to convince. Thus the gruff, perhaps 

proud Nathanael was won immediately to the service of this 

Messiah. Jesus had an "unlimited range of sympathy"46 which 

extended beyond the bounds of local custom and prejudice, 

beyond ecclesiastical regulations and traditions. He never 

  

13 ¢ari Ro y' py 3 ; ger, Counseling and Psychothera (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, loka} pe eee 

1621colm Ballinger, Clinical Pastoral Training Syllabus 
(Ann Arbor: n. p., 1953) pe 5e 
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shrank from any one who needed Him. His complete devotion to 

Sod's will spoke realistically about repentance. Jesus went 

beyond the shysical healing to point out the rart of faith in 

healing the whole person. 

Already these few principles are apparent te us from perus-= 

ing the Gospel accounts. As we look more carefully at two such 

narratives, we shall atteapt to plung deeper inte the counseling 

techniqgues of Jesus with Nicodemus and with the Samaritan 

WOMAN « 

 



  

  

  

GHAPTEN TIT 

JFSUS ANS NICODEMUS 

the Fourth Gospel records six intimate discourses be- 

     

    

     

tween Jesus and individuals or small groups of people.” With 

Farrar we may say that the validity and authorship of the Fourth 

Gospel will not be argued when we quote a references~ Thus the | 

large litersture of apologetic material defending or destroying 3 . 

the Johanuine authorship, the reliability of the Gospel, the 

dirficulties in relation to the Synoptics, ecte, will in the 

ry main be ignored by this study. We follow the arguments of Dede? 

and Plummer* espousing their conclusion that the Gospel was q 

written by the Apostle John, the son of Zebedee. We Find other — 

theories such as Barrett's, although attractive and interest= q 

ing in their attempt to harmonige ail criticisms and to give 

credit for authorship to a close disciple of the Apostle, of 

Little positive help in the authorship probleme 

  

sisohn 313-93 4210-153 32-93 6:27-h13 41-50; 51-60. 

2rrederick We Farrar iis Life of Christ (New York: 
Fred We Hurst & Coe, 1875 S35 

Fue Dods, ee oes el pogorsins | to. 

  

  

Greek Testanent (G apie: tim B 83 
Company, L95L) ppe "65 55-706 

& dri The Alfred Plummer The a286 Ace Ste J ohne | The 
Cambridge Bible for Schools aad goltenes t & aabridge: : The RY 
University Proce; Toi} F Pppe 18=3 mn th 

°c. Ke Barrett, The Gospel Acco to Ste J (uondoas ue 
SePeCeKe, 1955) Pe ie" bai Sesorsing be dom -
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We turn first to the rich souree of personal information 

about Jesus! counseling with Wicodemus, then to the conversa- 

tion with the Woman of Samaria. Sesides giving us accurate 

historical settings, as in Chapter 4, vv. 1-6, St. John records 

intimate details that help us understand the persons to whom 

Jesus speaks. Although John writes with a sparcity of actual 

words, he makes the personalities of Nicodemus, the woman at 

the well, Nathenael, John the Baptist, Thomas, Peter, Philip, 

and the others stand out. Even the numeless ones who speak 

for the "Jews" or the "Pharisees™ are seen to be real people. 

Many have weak, insecure personalities. They spcak to one whom 

they feel to be strange and somehow set apart from themselves, 

but nevertheless one with answers to help theme. , 

Apoarent in the Gospel of St. John are certain hallmarks 

which we may find pertinent to our further discussion. These 

are the combination of jewish modes of thought and opinion 

with Greek characteristics from a Gnostic frame of references® 

ie find certain reeurrent words which become themes tnreughout 

the book: "light,* "Holy Spirit,” "life." Scholars have 

enphasiged these themes and shown some of the high-points or 

Ste John's theolcgical perspective. We shall examine briefly 

six of these themes as pertinent to our discussion of the third 

and fourth chapterge 

Le Hechate here were few if any Old Testament 

eschatological ideas that were not discussed an& well-known in 

Jewish thinking in the first century of our era. In addition, 

Sa, Plunmer, ope Cite, pe 10. 
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the apocryphal writings after the close of the Old Testament 

Cemon abounded in grandiose arocalyptic Visions (e€.g., Books 

of Tnoch, Ascension of Isalah, etc.).? Jesus spoke in apo- 

culyptic tomes in His description of the coming last days (Matt. 

25:31-46). Jesus deseribed His ministry in less futuristic 

words, yet He often implied the close of the age and the usher- 

ing in of the new era to come (Mark 13; Matt. 19:1-25; Lk. 13: 

293; 19:41-44). Thus Jems spoke in terms understandable to the 

people of His time. But where the eschatological element in 

the synoptics is generally isolated, in the Fourth Gospel it 

becomes almost Lunde amental.° 8 Thus as we shall see, the tenses 

in John 4:23 indicate both a future clement and a present reality. 

ind much of the materlal in chapter three pointed at Nicodemus 

indicates a concern that the coming of the Kingdom be viewed 

immediately ond internally, not only as some grand future 

évente John used the words of Jesus to point up false views 

of the coming eschaten, and to show the coming of God's Kingdom 

to be realized in the present as well as the future. 

2. Christology. «ss Barrett points out the person of 

Christ is defined in a clear, insistent way, such as is not | 

found in the synopties.?” Thus the dialogue with Nicodemus 

SR Re nor een PR rar S ts mean Desa 

VHenry He Halley rons Bible Handbook (Revised edition; 
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blossoms forth inte a magnificent monologue on the divinity 

ef Jesus. Also, the schismatic Samaritan woma becomes the 

object of Jesus! self=revelstion as the Messiah, “lie who is - 

called Christ" (4:25). Jesus reflects the character of the 

Pather (4:23) and explicitly relates Himself to the Father 

(14,:9-13},. Although John is careful to point out the strong 

bond «ithhumanity in His being wearied (4:6), His weeping 

(11:35), His hunger (4:8), nevertheless, it is ‘always the 

divine Christ that shows the signs of glory with that humanity 

_ (@ege, 3:14 even in death). 

Se Sslvation. Farticulerly in chapter 3:13-21 John por- 

trays the plan of salvation as God had revealed it through 

Jesus. The terms are characteristic of John although put into 

the mouth of Jesus. But though the wording is 5t. John's, the 

substance is that of the Lord. 4nd the historical connection 

with the revelation of the Old Testament is retained as Jesus 

insists that ‘salvation is from the Jews" (4:22). This salva- 

tion is from condeanation (3:18-19), from darkness (1:8), from 

sin (1:29), and it is a salvation to life (3:15; 20:31; :3:36). 

4. Sacraments. Although there is no specific command 

to "Baptize,” or with regard to the Communion to "Do this in 

remenibrance of Me," yet it has been said there is more 

teaching about the sacraments in St. John then in the 

synoptics.+” In 3:9 we see the picture of water wrking with 
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the Spirit to bring this new birth. As we shall discuss later, 

the Spirit does not supersede the water or obliterate the 

external sign but deepens the mesninse of the baptism as the 

Jews and even as John the Baptist had practiced it. Here the- 

Spirit was te be acting with the water. Although not relevant 

to our discussion it may be said that chapter 6 is seen by 

many to imply Hely Comnunion, which again points out John's 

value on the sacrament as well as to his assumption that the 

cudience to whom he writes had knom about the commands in 

the synoptic Gospeis. 

5. The Holy Spirit. Sarrett points out that, as Jesus 

ascended intc heaven as He had promised His disciples {11,:1-i}, 

So the Holy Spirit as the gift of God becane apparent and active 

in the Lives of the faithful. We see this concept of the | 

Spirit at work in connection with baptism (3:5) end worship 

(4:24). 

6. Wriiversality--the outreach of the Chureh. The terms 

"all® and "world" indicate John's concern with expressing the 

universality of the message and persm of Jesus. Thus, to 

Nicodemus, Jesus speaks of the same requirements as would have 

been given to a Gentile. There is no preferenvial treatment 

of the Jew. «And St. John takes up this thread as he tells af 

the Love of God for "the wrld" (3:16)... The brazen serpent 

of Moses could be raised over all for all to see. Likewise . 

to the Semaritan wuanan, the sights of her worshipping eyes would 

be Lifted from Mt. Gcerigim (4:20) past Jerusalem (4:20) to the 

broad expanse of the universe to worship that God wio is Spirit 
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We may conclude that St. John emphasizes certain aspects 

of the Christian faith which are not found in a pronounced way   in the other fospels. It is assumed that the late date of his 

writing (90-106 according to Plummer, Barrett, and others) ore- 

supposes that the syneptie Gospels are know ani circulated. 

Thus the fourth Evangelist's work is to point up, complete, 

and complement the other writings. His purpose is found in 26:31, 

"Hut these are written that you may believe that desus is 

the Christ, the Son of fed, ond that beldeving you may have 

life in His name." -ithout stating the primary elements of 

the curlier narratives, Gt. John portrays the holy Christ as 

suvior, Godemei, and present in the Holy Spirit. in the "farc- 

well discourses* Jesus also promises that guidance will be given 

Zor writing these things for those to come. Thus in 14:26: 

"But the Counselor, the Holy Gpirit, whom the Father will send 

in sy nome, he will teach you ail things, am bring tc your 

renenbranace all that I have said to you." 

Leoking at the immediate setting of the conversation with 

Nicodemus we see Jesus early in His ministry. Jesus first appeared 

to be baptized by John (1:2;ff.j. He then met those who became 

His first disciples (1:35-50). His first miracle recorded in 

St. John was at Cana (2:1-11}. Then Jesus attended His first 

Passover at Jerusalen (2:13). Assuming a chronological order, 

we find Jesus alrendy with a name and reputation for Himself. 

The Baptist had pronounced his great statenent of faith (1:29). 

yo 
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Jesus' first miracle had been understood by the disciples {2:11}. 

And His experience in the timple had aroused the ire of the Jews 

(2:18). With Dodd we connect the lest verses of chapter two 

with the next chapter as part of the foliowing narrative, Thus 

it was the time of the Passover Feast. Already Jesus Oy peice 

had created faith in many (2:23). 

fhis first discourse takes place vith Nicodemvs. ‘le may 

Ste a connection with 2:23 and infer that Nicodemus was one of 

the "many" who believed in Him. John mentions Nicodenus else- 

where (7:50-52; 19:39}. Nicodenus has been described by 

Yaniel-Rops: 

This Nicodeaus seems to hive been a good men, one of those 
wiose moral sensitivity enables then to recogiize the way 
te perfection, but who are inhibited fram entering upon 
it with all their heart by intellectual scruples and social 
responsibilities, and a}go » to tell the tmth, by a funda- 
mentel lack of courage. 

He has been at times identified with unnaned persons in the other 

Gospels. Thus he has been called the rich young men of Luke 

18:1é6er. , 27 the "ruler whe belonged to the Pharisees* where 

Jesus went tc dine (Lk. 14:1), and eventhe "ruler" of Matt. 

9:18 who is called Jaims in Lk. 6:41. None of these supposi- 

tions is convincing. 

But we are given somevhat of a picture of the man in St. 
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John, tc whose deseription we shall confine this study. le was 

"ol the Pharlaees® (3:1), and @ "ruler of the Jews" (3:1), % 

teacher of Israel" (3:10), a member of the Sanhedrin {7:50-52). 

Tradition also assigns to him some activi ty after the Gospel 

“account becomes silet: 

Tradition says that after the Resurrection, he becane 
i: professed disciple of Christ, ani received baptism 

spar sen a ogee Rin iva drove his sro" Savusateas a 3 

Concerning the Sanhedrin, by the opening of theiioman Age 

in Palestine (ca. 63 BeC.), the Sanhedrin had become a "layman's 

movement" from the middle class. ‘the unsympathetic pro-Hellenistic 

priesthood had lost contact with the people, and the Sanhedrin 

took as its purpose to interpret the law with intelligence.15 

During Hered's reign meny Pharisees became menbers of it. The 

Sanhedrin during Jesus! time hed aathority only in Judea, ani 

therefore could not touch Jesus in Galilee or Perea. Thus we 

may see something of Hicodenus! character also in the fact 

that he had menbershin in this judicial body. Although the 

Pharisaic party was bigoted and many authorities believe it was 

lined aguinst Jesus from the beginning, we can see the Integrity 

of men like Joseph of Arimethea snd Nicodeaus as a leaven in 

the group. Despite the apparent timidity of his appearance 

"py night* (3:2), the picture of Nicodemus standing up in the 

nidst of the chief pricsts ani Fharisees in chapter 7 vv. 5i-1 
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shows that he had become in some sense ‘one of them” (7:50) 

and had gained courage for his convictions (7:51). Likewise 

imaediately after the Crucifixion, Wicodenus came with spices 

for Jesus buriel. Although his protestation against the 

judgment sgsinst Jesus is not recorded, if it was ever made, yet 

we Can respect his devotion to Jesus in those hours when few 

would dure te show such devotion. 

The immedLate situation may thus be reconstructed accor- 

ding to our preliminary survey. dJesus is the young, new re- 

digious igure who has gathered followers and gained notor- 

iety. He has withstood the ecclesiastical figures of is time 

snd aceused thaa of luck of spiritualilty and even of making 

the temple a "house of trade" (2:16). Ha has received a wit- 

ness of approval from the prophet of repentence, John. any 

believed in /im beeause of the sigis (2:23), but Jesus was not 

trusting Himself tc sueh a fickle crowd nor to such superficial 

acclaim. Wicodenus apparently embodied some of this strength 

and weakness of a pious Jew of that ere. He was in a group, 

the Pharisees, whose seal could consume their sense of the holy 

nd the good with nationalistic prejudice and hate. Their sense 

of religious heritage was connected with the political glory of 

former years vefore the bondage of Rome was placed on these 

Thus we see the leader of Israel with perhaps 2 similurly ma- 

terialistie conception of God's promises, and the same earthly 

view of the Hingdom as is often apparent even in the thinking 

of Jesus! disciples (Matt. 20:20ff; Acts 1:6). 
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John 3:1-2 states that this Nicodemus came to Jesus by 

night. Wicodenus came with the same curiosity that may have 

beeen present in many earnest souls seeking the Kingdom in 

that day. Seems eof John, Israel was a nation aroused. The 

mein subject of religious disciassion must have been the Kingdom. 

Whet was its nature? How near was its approach? Perhaps Nicodenus 

cane by night to avoid the hostility of his colleague s. 5 The 

reply of Jesus to the Jews that His body could be destroyed as 

a teuple, aui that He would live nevertheless, would have caused 

much Giscussion (dm. 2:20). desus was now in Jerusalem. Per- 

haps he stayed at Zebedee's house in the city as Elizabeth Goudge 

suggests. +7 Yanues and John may have had this house in Jerusalen 

#3 a town house for the sale of their wares in the large city. 

it has been suggested that John was present at the interview 

there in his house.2® However the absence of any reference to ~ 

John's presence ami the intimate nature of the conversation 

would almost certainly premppose privacy between the two men. 

Farrar portrays the scene well. 

These were indeed the aysteries of the kingdom of heaven 
e « e And although they violated every prejudice and overthrew 
every immediate hope of this aged inquirer = though to leara 
then he must unlearn the entire intellectual habits of his 
Life and training - yet we know from the sequel that they 
mst have sunk into his inuost soul. JVoubtiess in the 

1é;, Plumer, Ope Cite; Pe G3 

?eliuabeth Goudge, God So Loved the Horld (Wew York: Coward- ~ 
NeCanmn ince, i951) pe Fle 

285. Plusmer, op. cite, pe 160. 
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further discussion of them the night deenmed about then; 
and in the memorable vords cbout Licht and the darkness with 
which the inverview was closed Jesus gentt ¥ rebuked the fear 
of man whieh led this great Habbi to seek shelter of mid- 
night for a deed which was not a deed of darkness, needing 
to ,be ereeies to but which was indeed 4 coming te the true 
enc only Lishte : 

Nicodemus addressed Jesus, “Habbi, we know that you arc a 

teachor come from Gods for no one can do these signs that you 

do unlese Sed is with him*® (3:2). Wicodenua used the plural, 

015% Hev , indicating that he was speaking for the many who had 

heard and seen Jesus. They had seen, the — pero which Jesus 

hed performed (2:11,23). fhernard points out that these signs 

were interpreted as "a mark of Divine Assistence and favour . 

* e « & universal belief in the first century #20 Like mony 

thet were to follow, these signs had the effect of arousing 

faith in the person, and pointing to a power beyond (dn. 14:10-11). 

Thus, “Wicodenus sneaks te Jesus seeking something beyond the in- 

dividual persons, the preacher, and the miracle-worker. 

The address, Rabbi, traneliterating the Hebrew Pelee was 

the common title of a scholar ané public teacher, Yet even such 

@ designation, parslleling that given to many another teacher 

was nob u pronouncement of strong faith initself. Nicodenus 

probably was referred to as a Rabbl himself. So he spoke as 

one fubbi to another, the one seeking truth, the other trying 
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E to help hin find ite*l The Pharisee algs called Jesus "Teacher™ 

= SiSarKecro 5: Westcott points out thet Jesus was referred 

to 4s a teacher, not different in kind from other teachers.“ 

Nicodemus also adds that no one cold huve done those signs, 

unless "God ia with him." Gne might expect him to sey, "unless 

he be a erophet, or the Messiah," but again Nicodemus is weak 

in his attestation. We is trying to express some feeling of 

veneration yet, careful net to overstate his case, he covers 

up the questions that his heart feels welling up. This desiga- 

tion, "fron God" compares with the statements about Moses (Ex. 

3:12) and Jeremish (ger. 1:19}, and although a connection is 

mede with the great prophets, there is no strong pronouncemmt 

Calling tradition into question, breaking with the general 

feeling of his Jewish learning. 

Jesus answered him, "Truly, truly, I say to you, unless 

oné is born anew, he cannot sse the kingdom of God." Although 

the question was asced in a vague plural sense, "I ani some 

others feel this way or that, "--Jesus answers him personally, 

déyes Gol e desus had penetrated, this mm at a single 

glance. He saw the "deposit of confomity, of second-hand 

opinions. 974 Jesus! answer was not to the week statement, but 
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to the feeling He knew was in the heart of the mane The Lord 

benetrated to the inner longings and feelings that were couched 

in timid, searching words. If there was no dialogue in between, 

we are surprised at the curtness of the reply, and the immediate 

intrusion of Jesus' long-range goal with this person. 

Jesus said one must be "born anew" yew Inve eveodev . 

No appreciation of signs or miracles would by itself bring a 

man any nearer to understanding the comirg of the kingdom of God, 

nor the coming of the Messieh, nor for that matter the purpose 

of Jesus! ministry itself.2> As Dodd observes in Jesus! words, 

rebirth nveGev "tnstead of lying in @ searcely imaginable 

future, becomes the condition of entering the Kingdom of Goa",26 

Thus, the idea of rebirth had eschatological significance to 

it. Nicodemus, filled with these eschatological ideas of God's 

Kingdom coming to judge the nations of the world and to deliver 

Israel as a nation must have been struck by Jesus! personal 

application. Edersheim comments on the religious insight in 

that day: 

Judaism could understand a new relationship towards God 
and man, and even the forgiveness of sins. But it had 
no conception of e moral renovetion, a spiritual birth, 
as the initial condition for meron may sous far less as 
that for seeing the Kingdom of God. 
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Examining the words more closely we see that the word 

X%veo0ev has evidence for meaning either "again, anew, fresh," 

or "from above, from heaven." tio agree with Schlatter, Vincent, 

Galvin, ods, and others that the meaning is mainly temporal, 

meaning, as the R.S.V. translates it, "anew". This is also 

Commended by the use of the Term 5207 gav in ve & But the 

alternate interpretation of "from above” has evidence too (cr. 

3:313 19:11}. It is interesting that the term Beco-t dz Ted 

Deu is used frequently in the synoptics, but occurs only 

here and in ve 5 in St. John. ‘he verb 1Sziv » "to sec," is 

understood as "to experience," pointing to other instances: to 

sce death (Lk. 2:26)3 to see corruption, (Acts 2:27); or to see 

00d days (I Peter 3:10). 

Thus we see Jesus drawing on that germ of truth in Nicodemus! 

confession, and answering in a way fitted to guide him to the 

truth that he is seeking. There are no formalities, nor is 

there ay discussion of preliminaries. But Jesus “startles hiaz 

at once with the solem uncompromising address in v. 3.725 

Drawing upon the experience and training of Nicodemus, Jesus 

strikes at the heart of the matter--the heart. He substitutes 

for all vague religious longings for earthly glory and power, 

the power to move an individual heart. Wis immediate leap into 

the subject took the statement of Nicodemus, plus all that his 

very coming to Jesus implied as preliminary, and faced Nicodemus 

285, We Farrar, Ops cite, Be 158. 
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inmediately with the goal which he only timidly sought. He 

placed the religious question in the immediate present, and 

to the individual person. As Barrett correctly sees, Jesus 

made renewal an iumediate possibility; it cannot wait for an 

"apocalyptic denouement. "29 Thus the burden was thrown on 

Nicodemus to receive this startling message and face up to its 

implications. 

Wicodemus took the words of Jesus at their literal meaning. 

le asked Jesus, "How can a man be born tien he is old? Can he 

enter a second time inte his mother's womb and be born?" The 

words of Jesus had struck deep, perhaps causing Niccdemus to 

pause before replying. Nicodemus pretended to think that Jesus 

was speaking of ordinary birth. Yet the metaphor "new birth" 

for spiritual regeneration was familiar in that time. John the 

Baptist had issued the call to repentance, the essence of which 

was being "born again." The words of the Olid Testament also ng 

intimate this complete spiritual regeneration (Zs. 36:25-7; 

Rech. 11:5, Ps. 51:16, Is. 40:31). But perhaps Nicodemus, not 

knowing what to say, asked what he might have known to be 

foolish. Or he may have asked his incredulous "How?" in the 

Sasie naive ignorance as Mary had (Lk. 1:34). At any rate 

Nicodemus was startled by the comment, and doubtless he listened 

to the conversation with greater earnestness, henceforth we 

need not conclude thet Nicodemus was old because of his use of 

the adjective Yew « Perhaps just as an adult he saw what he 
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had made of his life, the decisions and the failures. These 

things could not be changed, he Imew. Thus he reflected a uni- 

versal feeling of impotence when a man confronts the perfect 

demands of God. He showed the feeling of inadequacy and per- 

haps by these words intimated that he could not follow any 

Visionary or mystical teaching. Thus he brought the thoughts 

down to common life experience. He faced the preacher with 

the literal meaning of His words. Yet Nicodemus! question also 

looked for an answer. He received more than he could have 

imagined. 

desus shed further light by relterating his former warning. 

"Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is torn of water 

and the Spirit, he cannot: enter the kingdom of God. That 

which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is 

born of the Spirit is spirit. Do not marvel that I said 

to you, tYou aunt be born enew.* The wind blows where it 

wills, and you hear the sound of it, but you do not know 

whence it comes or whither it goes; so it is with every 

one who is bom of the Spirit." (vve 5). 

Nicedesus had had his laterest aroused by the striking 

statement which swept aside all the preconceptions conceming 

this "teacher come from God." If he did not grasp the complete 

sigaificance of the first statement, Jesus explained it more 

fully here. Jesus did net pause for Nicodemus’ question but 

iamediately leaped to the heart of the matter, again interpreting 

the question as signifying more profound yearning. The two
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great factors that make this second birth possible are the 

"Spirit and water.” Thus an external work is necessary for 

such birth. A men does not enter into his mother's womb as if 

that would accomplish the end which Jesus promises. But the 

two elements--spiritual and external, or rituale-are a part of 

God's plan to effect this change. We may reject at once Calvin's 

statement that these two are merely names for one act.20 Hather 

we find that Jesus gave spiritual significance to the baptism 

already performed by John, ond thus used the ritual elenent 

familicr to Nicodemus, yet adding new meaning. As Vincent 

points out: “The spiritual element 1s not to exclude or ebliterate 

the external or ritual element, "2+ Again the ground of Nicodemus! 

Garthly comprehension was cut away. desus pointed out the two 

experionces-=to be born of the flesh (as all mex are}, ani to 

be born of the Spirit. Those born of the spirit must give up 

trying to effect a life in God from their own flesh. lather 

they must rely upon e renewing work, from God Himself. The 

body of a child is made from the physical body of its mother. 

And the spiritual man is made by the indwelling of the Holy 

Spirit. Thus the deing born again demands complete transforma- 

tien. "It is that integral renewal which crowms the desire 

for penitence instilled by the Baptist, but it would have special 
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significance for the strict observer of the Law."32 

Jesus also pointed up the new statement with a wording 

different from that of the first announcement. fe said, "You 

muste” The general statement of vv. 3 and 5 now shows that 

no one is exempt. Jesus said this to one who represented the 

chosen peepie, the Parisees, the rulers. And He said, "You 

must™ ( §ey U5) in the plural. Sarrett suggests that the 

verb dau pac HS in the aorist is ‘colloquial or idomatic, with 

the effect of impatience, "92 Sut the words themselves indicate 

no impatience at all. Jesus realizes the catastrophic weight 

of the words to this man. Hather He is sharpening the point 

of the words to reach all the way inte Nicodenus' heart. 

Concerning verse § there has been much written on the tera 

TIVE pot e We cannot go into a iong discussion of this word. 

We may follow the study of Dods which states that TWVEU pros is 

used 376 times in the Nex Testament, and it is only translated 

as "wind" once, and that in a translation of an Cld Testamant 

passage.-* The tera aWVEU pas in this verse was translated as 

"spirit®™ until the late fathers.9? It may be desirable, however, 

to think also of the use of the tem as "wind"; thus Jesus 

may have used the creature as a figure of the Spirit. Perhaps 

Barret is wise in thinking that Jesus used a tem thet is 

325aniel-ilops, Ope Clt., pe 205. 

336. Ke Barrett, ope cite, Pe 175-6 
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purposely ambiguous md ean be understood in both senses.36 

Thus Nicodemus was to understand Tvzv| fot as the influence of 

the Spirit which comes as incomprehensibly as the wind in its 

origin, is from above, and has as its end something equally 

difficult to Localige--eternal life. Jesus attenpted to put 

into terms of experience that vhich is utterly and completely 

beyond experience. To the materialistic statement of Hicodenus 

Jesus relates this metaphor. And yet, its wide application is | 

immediately understandable. One cannot look for material ful- 

fillment of the divine activity in the earth. Its work upon 

the human heart cannot be reflected in biological activity. 

Again one must emphasize the universal concept--so is everyone 

who is bora of the Spirit. Jesus does not limit this in any 

way te the Jews, or to the proselytes who received certain 

Jewish rites. Hather here is a universal cxperience. When 

the activity of God, manifest in Christ, enters the heart, no 

ritual background, no tradition, has exclusive significance. 

Yet again we say that the ritual element is not discarded but 

heightened inte a new meaning, as "the water and the spizit" 

adds a new meaning and fulfillment te the message of John, and 

to which he referred (Jn. 1:33). 

Nicodemus again asked "How can this be?" He fell back 

again on his bewilderment. ‘Tne answer, far from satisfying, 

left more questions unanswered. Examining original we find 

SET Sa ABS ETL NTE 
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that the words mean not "How ean these things be," but, "Now ~ 

Can these things happen?"37 we may analyze Nicodemus! answer 

here. It appears that here is a sincere questioning attitude. 

There was no rebuke in Jesust words, no unierlying impatience 

in liis answer. icodenus does not go back now to the former 

point, which the Lord apparently did not care to answer directly. 

Jesus was able to remove some of the poor and mean ideas which 

Nicodemus might have brought to the interview and substituted | 

& Searching attitude by which the Lord might lead Wicodeaus 

to the goal that was set up for this conversation. 

We must examine briefly a critical point here, concerning 

the end of the dialogue between Jesus and Nicodemus. It has 

been suggested that this dialogue between two people here becomes 

&@ monologue, no longer directed at Nicodemus, but rather aimed 

at the readers who now possess the written account.2% others 

believe that Jesus is still in conversation with Nicodemus until 

Ve 21.27 we Follow the HeJeV¥Ve suggestion that the direct quo-= 

tation of Jesus! answer to Nicodesus ends et v. 15. The language 

of vv. lU-15 seems to be of a different type than thet of vv. 

16-21. We find a strange vocabulary here and the picture in 

the Latter section reseables more St. John's individual style. #0 
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Jesus dces not express a self=concept as found in the words 

"Son of God" in any other Gospel passage. te take the position 

that vv. 16-21 are St. John's commentary. 

Jesus answered Nicodemus, "Are you a teacher is Israel, 

and yet you do not understaml thist™" Jesus spoke to Nicodemus 

45 a wise man, who had studied much, was expected to be 4 

teacher, and yet did not realise that there is mystery upon 

mystery which one will never understand bat aust accept on 

faith. Plummer points out that Jesus called Nicodemus, "The 

teacher", the well-known fabbi, the representative of supreme 

authority in the church.4! Yet we may point out two things. 

“& understand here how the petrified seeking oF the Jews was 

unable to comprehead God's presence in Jesus. te see the diffi- 

culty Niicodeius had to appreciate the "testimony" Jesus spoke 

of, though He used familiar concepts from the Old Testament 

and from the Judaic thought world of that time. Gn the other 

hand we can also picture the modern Christian with his fund of 

Imowledge also asking basic questions which reveal a lack of 

comprchenslon about the profound depths of religious faith. 

Jesus intinates that although the Rabbi was a teacher, he lacked 

personal insight into the material he taught. Daniel—-Kops 

observes sagely: 

To a pious Jew, this was a disconcerting Messiah, not con- 
forming at ail to the expected pattern. Wicodemus kept 
silence; he did not dare to believe Jesus and he know it. 

ds, Plummer, op. Gite, pe Joe 
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le told him that if those to whom the message was first 
brought hesitated to accept it because they were discon- 
_certed by simple wonder, they would certainly shirk trans- 
cendental things. In $his the Lord summed up the tragedy | 
of the Chosen People.’ : 7 

We find in the use of the plural here that Jesus is addressing 

- Wicodemus and all who would hear the words of this discourse. 

The Lord does not merely deplore the lack of spiritual under- 

Standing. Fer Jesus "descended from heaven" to bring men news 

of heavenly things. In the first person plurals of verse 11, 

Jesus is perhaps referring to all those who really did compre- 

hend what new birth meant. Thus He includes the Baptist, the 

Gdisciples, the prophets wio spoke before aml looked to this 

heavenly revelation. *? Again we note that Jesus does not spend 

time berating the lack of comprehension even on the part of 

one whe professed to be a teacher. déiter a patient, short 

explanation, the Lord continues with a positive proclamation 

of the faith. Perhaps He looks again beyond the unseeing 

question into the truly searching heart and answers tha question 

that could not find utterance, acknowledging the weak faith 

and bolstering the timid spirite Vve 14-15, which appear to 

Close the discourse, are a magnificant sumuatlon of the hope 

of Israel, ami the hope of the world. The Lord reveals in rich, 

profound terms His ministry and His mission to Nicodemus and 

to the world. ie calls upon the Pharisee's acquaintance with 

reams a 6 Bn ET ern TOS 
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the expericace of Moses in the wilderness and the meaning 

attached to the miracle of the brasen serpent. Thus Nicodemus, 

the traditional Jew, is made to send his thoughts back across 

the centuries tc a decisive act of God in saving the people who 

trusted Hime And in the immediate present Jesus reveais Hin- 

self as the one who would be again raised up so that those who | 

believed on Him would also find salvation, and have the eternal | 

life which is the goal and substance of new birth. This adjec- | 

tive aiesvi es points not so much to the devotion of the new 

life as to its quality. This new birth of water and the spirit 

had as its purpose a sharing in the life of God. 

AS we study again the verses folloving, vv. 16-21, we agree 

with Bernerd that they appear to be reflections and comments 

by the evangelist on words he has already ascribed to Jesus 

in His discourse with Nicodenus.“ Thus the wrds spoken to 

the Pharisees, the exclusive leader of the exclusive people, St. 

John applies to the world, the whole human race. 

without stopping to draw extended conciusions, we may 

suggest a pattem of discourse which Jesus followed here, and 

which forms the basis for His method ef counseling with other 

individuals and groups in this Gospel account. This narrative 

Provided Jesus with the occasion for the first outline of His 

mission and His teaching. ‘Thus we find a completeness of pure 

pose in this discourse which give us a rounded view of Jesus! 

purposes with counseling people. 

me Sept 
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Jesus speaks to the intention or mentel attitude of His 

listener rather then to His words. In this instance He 

cuts Nicodeaus ruvhlessly short in his questioning. The 

Lord in His omniseience can perceive the inner workings 

of a nants heart in a way thet we cannot. Yet we also 

can say that Jesus was aware of the background of this 

Visitor, and could be observant of the characteristics 

thet Nicodemus expressed as he came “by night.* 

Jesus used thought-provoking idess and challenging images. 

it has been suggested that the Lord, used particularly words 

of double meaning as TIVE U Juce and Avo9ev to create an 

attitulie of inguiry and interest if not misunderstanding 

that would seek further revelation. *? He challenged old 

forms of thinking. 

Jesus? goal was not to impart infcrmation but to create 

faith. The Lord did not spend time discussing the nature 

ef physical rebirth, but immediately showed the spiritual 

meaning of His words. All of the conversation seemed to 

be pointed to the goal of vv. 14-15, as Jesus tock each 

cue to lead to « higher stage of understancing. 

Jesus pointed to Himself as the goal of this faith. He 

posed not as miracle workere~He ignored the term 9 Hpeie 

aml showed the weakness of being a 5 1 SAT KRA 05 (paralleled 

in vv. 2 and 16)--but spoke ss the one who came dow from 
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heaven and would return there. He revealed His source 

of revelation as being from heaven itself. He showed him- 

2 self to be the fulfillment of Old Testament promise or e 

type concept of salvation, coming as a free gift from God 

to save an individual soul, as God had saved the Israelites 

through the brazen serpent raised up by his prophet Moses. 

The discourse between Jesus and Nicodemus focuses some of the 

basic attitudes of Jesus towards individuals. It does so in 

few words, perhaps much fewer than were actually spoken, and 

certainly much fawer than we shovld desire te hear. But we can 

sec clearly the concern of Jesus for this individual man. ‘ie 

See the zeal of Jesus to convince one soul of sin and salvation. 

Sut before we can begin 4 complete simmary of Jesus’ counseling 

techniques, we mist carefully study another, different story 

which is mere complete in its description of the interview and 

which presents a different facet of Jesus! work with individuals.



CHAPTER IV 

JESUS AND THE SAMARITAN WOMAN ue 

The story of Jesus! conversation wlth the womm of Samaria 

#8 recorded in John 4:1-42 hea been called a "Gospel within 

the Gospel, after a prolonged conversation with a strange 

woman, in which Jesus drives home some important spiritual truths, 

He reveuls Himself as the very Messiah Himself, the one antici- 

pated as Savior ami Revealer of God's will. We may divide the 

interview into two rather distinct parts. Verses 7-15 use the 

thene of Living water. desus there develops the metaphor to 

seseribe Ged's life-giving activity towards man. Then follows 

a brief transition in verses 16-18, which is not unimportant 

because of its brevity. ‘The theme of the last section, verses 

9-27 is the purifying of worship, previously symbolized in the 

cleansing of the teaple (2:13-22}. Jesus here siows the inade- 

quaey of directing wrshiz to any physical tabernacle.? Looking 

at the entire discourse, we Giscover a series of questions and 

answers reminiscent of the conversation with Nicodemus. ie 

shall, however, see differences in approach and in result 

between Jesus! conversation with this simple Samaritan woman 
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ami His conversation with the erudite Jewish teacher. Jesus 

knew that the Pharisees were suspicious of His activities (421-2). 

John the Baptist's arrest was imminent, if not already carried 

out as Danicl-fiops suggests. Jesus "left Judea and departed 

again to Galilee” (ve 3). Of the two possible routes, along 

the Jordan valley or by way of the hill road through Samaria, 

Jesus chose the latter, perhaps te avoid the intense heat in 

the valley. 

The hill road led through Samaria which no Jew would eater 

without hesitation. The animosity between the Jews and the 

people of Samaria dated back to the fall of the capital city 

of Samaria in 722 B.C. Assyrian colonists had been sent there 

aad how intermarried with a remnant of the northern tribes. 

when the exiles of Judah returned they would have nothing to 

do with this mixed race.” The men of Judah regarded the 

vemariteis ag heathen, or worse. Daniel-fops writes: 

‘he Samaritans retaliated by intriguing against the Jews 
and finally, in the time of Esra, a renegade priest froa 
Jerusalen, having guarreled with the Temple authorities, 
went to Samaria and set up a rival sanctuary of the Most 
High on it. Gerigin. From that time the Samaritans had 
stopped st nothing to incense the Jews. . . - "The water 
or Samaria is more unclean than the blood of swine," said 
the rabbis. 

ee Cees eee omen eee ae 
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The differences which had originally seperated the two 

peoples had hardened to a solid mutual hate. However, as Eder- 

sheim points out, portions of Cld Testament and traditional 

Jewish doctrinal teachings were preserved anong theSamaritans. 

He lists: the unity of God, angels and devils, the Penteteuch 

as of divine authority, Mount Gerizim as the only mountain not 

Covered by the flood, and strict observance of what Biblical 

or traditional law they received. They also looked for the 

Messiah whom Moses’? prophecy (Deut. 14:12) would be fulfirrea,® 

Jesus usually used the north to south footpaths along 

the Jerdan te go from Galilee to dudea thus avoiding the San- 

aritans. io mention is made of any overtures to the people of 

Semaria in the gospels of St. Matthew or St. Mark. At one place 

fesus forbade the disciples to go through Samaria (Matt. 10:5). 

Bub St. Luke mentions several instances (9:51-56; 17:11-19; 

16:30-37) that show that Jegus did not share the Jewish prejudice 

against the Samaritans. These examples, pilus the story in St. 

John, indicate that Jesus seened to ignore customs and traditions 

that had in them neither kindness nor good sense. Nor would 

He allow hatred, whether it was racial hatred or personal 

hatred, to exist in Him. ? 

Hoskyns gives a penetrating analysis of the situation 

between Jesus and this woman. Samaria bore the brunt of Jewish 
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racial prejudice. “Yet Jesus understood the separation to be 

not mainly between Jews and Samaritans, but basically to be a 

Separation between God and man. ‘Thus the chasa between Jesus 

and the sinfal woman of Samaria was that between the Son of 

God and a whole idolatrous people. "The wider gulf must be 

bridged before arrogant human distinction can be removed, *9 

the individual med his relationship to God was considered more 

important than human bigotry. 

Ste John gives detailed background material for the discourse 

© cume to a city of Samaria, called Sychar, near the 
fieid that Jacob gave to his son Joseph. Jacob's well 
was there, and so Jesus, wearled as he was with his journey, 
rae down beside the well. It was about the sixth hour 
bs 5eG} 6 

Jaceb's Yell has been called one of the most exactly identified 

sites. It is one balf mile south of Askar, thought to be the 

ancient Sychar. The well is an ancient stone one; its shaft 

is about eigehty five feet deep. The quality of the cool water 

is ensidered excellent.? 

the dialogue besins with verse seven: "There came a women 

of Samaria to draw water, Jesus said to her, ‘Give me a drink.t" 

it has been noted that this request was unusual if not shocking. 

The rabbis had decreed that it was improper to address 
a wowan publicly, even one's own wife on the street or 
one's sister or daughter in an inn, "because of what might 
be gaid about it} Secondly, it aggravated the scandal 
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thot « true .and plous Jew should address a heathen woman 
of Sumria. Sut it was neither thefirst nor the last 
time that Jesus calmly broke traditional conveitions, 
which, however honored they might te, were really on 
manifestations of the worst of Jewish cxclusiveness.- 

Although Jesus’ thiret must have bean very resi after the not 

and tiring journey, His request of the wonm had far-reaching 

implications. He was whlling to breach tradition if He could 

thereby present to someone the message of God's will. Jesus 

went beneath the artificial distinctions of race and society 

ami dealt with men on the deeper level of their common humanity. !2 

Jesus was thirsty and needed refreshment, but He had a deeper 

reason for His request. He perceived that this woman was a sin- 

ner who needed the grace of God in order to te freed of this 

burden her guilt and to receive forgivencss.12 

"The Samaritan woman said to hin, "How is it that you, a 

Jew, ack a drink of me, a woman of Samaria?" For Jews have 

no dealinss with Sanaritans® (v. $}. ‘The woman appeared te 

know how to talk to a strange man. One may see a trace of 

insoleice in her tone. We follow the susgestion of the Nestle 

textl3 in regarding the second half of the verse as a4 comment 

by the Evangelist rather than as a part of the woman's answer. 

lero eeceenaetcoeeereeeeemerenenten 
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Pluancr suggests thet the woman theight Jesus was a Judean, 

The Galilezns seem to have been less strict (e.5., the disciples 

went and bought food in the Samaritan town according to verse 

8) U4 The term that St. John uses, Suyy exopreL | 9 is perhaps 

better rendered, "tc use together with,” rather than to “have 

dealings with.e'*9 the women was surprised that Jesus would 

wont to use the same vessel as she used.+° Her wmswer was 

defensive as she considered the national feelings she mew 

prevailed between the Sameritens and the Jews. 

"Jesus answered her, If you knew the gift of Sod, and who 

it is that is saying to you, "Give me a drink," you would have 

asked him, and he would have given you Living water® {¥. 10). 

Jesus? thought here tums oa her misunderstanding of His own 

person. Jesus is not only a thirsty travelicr, but the Son of 

Ged. tie is not the one whe receives, but the one who gives. 

Jesus said to her, €1 ASé15 . We observe the sane technique 

which we saw in the dealing with Nicodeaus, that Jesus does not 

belabor 2 controversial point (3:4) out rather approaches His 

counseling goal by stimulating His listener te think through 

the subject matter through a different approach. Here Jesus 

RE Tn eee ee 
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uses the faiiliar metaphor of water to express the life-giving 

quality which Sod is eager to give. Thus He turns the request 

into an offer. He revedls the Sa gecv tou 900 » what God 

is realy to give this woman, her salvation.?? And Jesus also 

points to His ow Person as the source aid bearer of this sift. 

in describing this offer of such great resources to this humble 

person, it has been said, “He Lavished all that He was and had 

hd Jesus Saw the woman to feed the hunger of one solitary soul. 

"Stending on the brink of the greatest possibilities, but 

utterly unconscims of then. 129 He sought to open her cyes ts 

them. 

The metaphor "living watert was used in the Old Testament 

ts describe divine actlvity in quickening men to life (Jer. 2:13; 

eech. 14:3; zeke 47:9). The figurative use of the term "water*™ 

alone was also comson in Rabbinic literatures. Here too we may 

S¢e 4 comection with Jesus’ answers te Nicodemus. Two points 

find a parallel with the discourse of chapter three: (a) In 

Jesus Judaism and the Cld Testament find their fulfillment; and 

(ob) the term water is used 23s a metaphor. *9 yvesus presents 

Himself as the dispenser of God's living water, with all its 

implications of vital activity, cleansing power and its divine 
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source. ‘Ye con again point to the anbiguity ef the phrage to A 

Swe 18 fav. By it we find in the next verses that the woman 

memt the flowing water of the well. But Jesus operated with 

that term as a metaphor of divine resource--a water which cives 

life. if the women wuld have perceived od in Jesus then she 

would have asked of Him, instexd of treating Him as 2 susnected 

intruder Luto her country. Plummer posits an interpretation 

of Jesus’ reply; 

Spiritually our positions are reversed. It is thou who 
arm, weary, ond Lootesore, and parched, close to the well, 
yst unable to drink; it is I who can give theg, the water 
from the well, and quench thy thirst forever. *: 

The div cetion of the conversation is from here on controlied 

by the paradex that He who asks ig He who gives (cf. Rev. 22:6: 

To the thirsty I will give water wthout price fran the fountain 

of the water of life. 7 

Phe worants mind is still on the level of material things.   
She sald to Jesus, "Sir, you have nothing to draw with, ani 

the well is deen; where do you get that Living water? Are you 

greater then our father Jacob, who gave us the well, and drank 

from it himself?" (vv. 11-12). We nobe the loquacity of the 

woman as contrasted with the reticence of Nicodemus; yet she 

persists in showing a perverseness in misunderstanding the 

Spiritus], metaphor just ac the “Teacher of Isrzei" bad.22 after 

her Luplied rejection of Jesus' ability to fulfill his offer, 

mene cece one 
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She emresses her interest to know more with a phrase similur 

to Nicodeaus' "How em this be?" (3:9). We can perceive a note 

of sudden courtesy in her address to Jesus as Kuels. Smith's 

conjectures that she returned to a note of insoleice is not borne 

out however, by the tenor, of the next few verses. 23 

The woman does not realize that her question to Jesus can 

be answered in the affirmative. He is greater than the "father 

Jacob." \e see a parallel to this verse in 9:33 and 8:53 where 

Jesus is compared to Abrahem, as the people similarly evoke 

the security of their tradition to challenge His message. 

fesus did’ not answer her question directly; that would not 

have focused her attention on the message which is evolving 

through Jesus methodical restatenent and clarification of her 

wrong pereeptions. desus said to her, “every one who drinks 

of this water will thirst agsin, but whoever drinks of the water 

thet T shall give hin will never thirst; the water that I shall 

give hin will become in him a spring of water welling un to 

eternal Life” (vv. 13-14). As Farrar correctly observes: 

Gur Lord is not deterred by the Hard literalisa of her 
reoly; he treats it as He had treated similiar unemgi- 
native duisess in the, learmd Nicodemus by still drawing 
her thoughts upward.** 

Jesus continues to use this figure of water, us elsewhere 

He used bread (chap. 6) end light (chap. &), the three most 

23n, Smith, Spe cit., pe 1560 
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necessery things for life.*9 He continues to develop the meta- 

phor by adding new elements to ite desus explains that He is 

not speaking of "this™ water, which must be drunk day by day.26 

Thus the Lord tries to divide clearly the thinking of the wonan 

betwee the material, visible object to which she is referring, 

ani the spiritual, dynanle ‘gift of God" which He offer. 

whoever would drink -- ny -~ indicates the choice involved 

by this aorist mubjunctive. Whoever would take that offer 

oy wh Siping Zs Tov orev e-Lliterally, "will certainly not 

thirst forever." Plummer correctly observes, “the craving is 

Satisfied as soon as ever it recurs, "27 desus meets the comments 

of the woman in two ways: (aj) He shows that the effect of the 

physical water is impermanant, that its effect does not last; 

and (b; it must be draw and carried from a distant place. In 

contrast to these inadequacies of "water," the living water that 

Jesus offers would become as a fountain within the heart of a 

men, eternally refreshing him. "Those who uccept Him and His 

gifts are thereafter permanently supplied ani their needs are” 

inwardly met, #28 

thethe sr the Samaritan woman understood His meaning, or 

whether she thought simply to evade an irksome task, at any rate 

she replied.*“? She said te Jesus: “Sir, give me this water, 
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that I may not thirst, nor come here to draw." Perhaps had she 

been a Jew the metaphor of "water" and “Living water” which was 

found in Psalms (esge, P38. 42:1; 11¢:7) and in the prophets (Jer. 

2:13; ceche 14:6; Ezek. 47:9) would have been more meaningful. 

But her thoughts are still confined within the framework of 

purely physical and visible occurm ces. 

it verse 16 there is en abrupt break in the line of conver- 

Sation: The Lord Jesus makes a fresh approach here. Jesus said 

to the woman, "Ge, call your husband, aid come here." We agree 

with Dods in rejecting Calvin's shallow interpretation of this 

verse, suggesting that Jesus meant to rebuke her seurrility °° 

iather the words point to a new approach, designed to increase 

her sense of need for the deep, profound gift which “esus has 

for the woman. The narrow limits of her comprehension are 

broken through with this command, and the disorder of her domes- 

tic life is laid bare. Noskyns observes: 

"Since the water of salvation is for sin and for unclean- 

ness (Zech. 13:1} it was necessary that Jesus should lay 

bare the womants sin (ef. 7:7)."+ 

Thus Jesus gives her the first draught of this livin; water 

Just as she asked for it. It is the divine condemnation of her 

sinful Life. The sure method to awaken in her the thirst for 
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the full measure of living water, is to make her acknowledge 

herself a sinful woman.?* Jesus attacks the sore spot in her 

character. He proceeds to rebuke her previous pretensions (vv. 

11,12). As a surgeon, Jesus sought out the plague spot where 

the healing must begin. That is her false marital relations. 

Plummer understands this situation well: 

iy & seoningly casual request, Christ-lays hold of her inner 
life, convinces her of sin, and leads her to repentance, 
Be pore ninse her request 'glve me this water' could not 

The womm answered him, °I have no husband? (v. 17). Per- 

haps this is a confession, or it may be deceit. Considering 

her anagement at Jesus' perception of the story behind her 

statement (vve 19,29}, apparently this was not a statement 

honest in its intention, tut an attempt to avoid the possible 

chagrin ond enbarrassment a detailed answer would have meant. 

Yet, as we regard Jesus' comumt, "You speak well,” as an honest 

eveluation then we must reject Dods' view that Jesus "at once 

vélls her deceit, 174 Certainly, veiling deceit is not one of 

Jesus* evaluation of her remark, accept the women's answer as 

including a serm of confession in it, which, despite the apparent 

curtness of her reply, contains elemeats which Jems can develop. 
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Jesus answered her, "You are right in saying, 'I have no 

husband'; for you have had five husbands, and he whom you now 

have is not your husbund; this you sald truly” (vv. 17 b = 18). 

Perhaps the woman was struggling with this sin which could not 

come into words.2> Jesus found the words for her. He told her 

what she was struggling to tell Him. We are struck by the 

Simple declarative way in which Jesus reveals the women's in- 

most heart. He does not reproach her, but "commending her 

truthihiness, He quietly stated the facts, and we can imagine 

how they must have-pierced her, hearing them as she did... 736 

Coumenting on the five husbmds of this womin, Barrett suggests 

two possibilities: (&) She had five legal husbands who had 

either died or were divorced, and she was now living with a man 

with whom she was not legally joined; or (b) she was now living 

with a man joined to her legally by the law of Moses but not 

acceptable by Christian standards.?? we can reject the alle- 

gorical interpretation of the "exiticesl school" that the woman 

is intended as an allegorical representation of Samaria with 

its five gods.26 The Evangelist gives no basis for sach fanci- 

ful speculation in the text which he presents as a straight for~ 

ward narrative. Huther the woman realizes that this knowledge 

eormeemeres wen ets os 8s. 
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of her life is evidence of a supernatural endowsent upon the 

one with whom she is speaking. This is in keeping with Jesus? 

mswer to her in verse 10, "If you knew - . » who it is thet is 

Saying to you. . ." Thus Jesus confronts her with a prophetic 

insight into her personal history. He reveals to her what she 

knows to be trve, but has not told him. Daniel-Rops summarizes 

this portion of the discourse: 

. This brief dialogue reveals the woman completely and it 
is absolutely true to life. First she is pert, then uneasy; 
womanelike, she is touched ond finally convinced not by 
argument but by the revelation of he owa story 2° 

The woman said to Hila, "Sir, I perceive that you are a 

prophet. Our fathers worshipped on this mountain; ond you say — 

that in Jerusalem 4s thé place where men ought to worship" 

(vv. 19-26). The womar is convinced from Jesus? reading of 

her life that He is capable of drawing even more of her sin- 

ful history inte the conversation. Thus, with a brief though 

meaningful acknowledgment of His power, the women shrinks 

from introspection and hastily turns the conversation fron 

herself .*0 The womants interest in worship may not necessarily 

MQ6an an interest in her personal religion. desus understood that 

her interest mignt be merely academic and not a sincere desire 

te strengthen hex faith. 

The women called Jesus 4 prophet. She may mean, as Sarret 

suggests, thet she considers Jesus as "The prophet," giving a 
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messianie interpretation to Deut. 18:5; or she may use s tera 

that is more gensral in its meming, as the Samaritans unlike 

the Jews did not accept the aithority of "the prophets” in the 

Old Testament emon.*t 

A brief wrd on Mt. Gerigim is necessary here, The woman 

polnted to the fact that this mountain was the holy mount for 

the Samaritans even as the Jews looked upon Jerusalem's Mount 

-ion us their chief shrine. From the slopes of Gericim during 

the Conquest Joshua and other religious leaders of Israel proe- 

nounced the blessings which came to observers of the law+2 

(Beut. 11:29; 27:12; Josh. 6:33-35). The mountain had a con- 

mending view of th« surrounding land, md the women probably 

could see the peak from the well where she spoke with Jesus. 

The woman brought up the old controversy between Jew and Samari- 

tan. Perhaps she wanted ‘restrict Jesus to His om pecple anc 

divest His message of algnifiemce to her own soul. She pointed 

out the contenporary idea that according to the Jews the Sameri- 

tan tradition they alone remained true to God's chosen holy 

mountain {I Sam. 1:3) while the Yews were "seduced" by Eli to 

construct the apostate shrine «t Shiloh. &3 

Jesus points ous the true significance of Jewish-Samariten 

difference, yet veveals God's will as transcendait and superceden 

momen anen: 
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to then. Jesus (a} does not say that the Jerusalem culture is 

“Han-nade" ye 22b! {b) nor does he put it on a level with the 

Sanaritan culture v. 22al He says that the ancient culture will 

be, is being, trangcendied and guperseded. Jesus said to her, 

"Woman, believe me, the hour is coming when neither on 
this mountain nor in Jerusalem will you worship the Father. 
You worship what you do not know; we worship what we know, 

_for salvation is from the Jews. Hut the hour is coming, 
ani now is, when the true worshippers will worship the rather 
in spirit and truth, for such the Father seeks to worshis 
hime God is spirit, and those wha worship him must 
worshin in spirit and truth" (vve 21-24). 

Jesust reoly was a proclamation of God's real demand. Any 

racial prejudice and human traditions which isolated people 

from worship of Ged were swept aside with this fundamentel 
7 </ 

truth. ‘fhe use of the phrase £eXZTA| Geel indicates an apparent 

reference to a later time, a future when pure worship would 

be possible. either the object of worship nor its mode 

would be found in a geographical location, either exclusively 

or preferential ly.‘*9 God being absolutely "the Father,* ail 

men in all places shall have access to Him. Yet Jesus does 

point up the actual distinction between Jewish and Samaritan 

worship. The Samarite religion was a mixture of true religion 

with idolatry. The obscurity of a Pentateuch with a garbled 

text, unenlightened by the clearer revelations in the Prophets, 

left them with a mutilated religion. 46 Jesus rebuked her false 
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religion with the wrds "You worship what you do not know! 

(ve 22). “nd with the use of the plural UPZis MeasKuvsits 

He included the whole race of Samaritans. 

"Salvation is fran the Jews." Jesus points up the real 

difference between the two peoples. ‘The Jews worshipped a God 

who had mide Nimself known to then in their history by His 

Gracious dealings with then. #7 They were the keepers of the pro- 

os
 

£ the coming Messiah. But now Jesus, about to reveal nise ° 

Himself as the Messiah, points also beyond the limits of Israel. 

flthouch the Jews were the matrix through which God's srace 

worked, they did not bound or limit His wrk. "The hour is 

Coming, and now is," ZEKE TL Sed Kel vo getv ow A reference 

is again made to time, We quote Barrett regarding the events 

which must come to pass to initiate this new worship ama the 

essmce of man's new relation to the soirit, which is God: 

inueced John does not mem to deny that they do truly belong 
to a later time, but he emphasises by means of his oxymoron 
that in the ministry, ani abpve pit in the person, of Jesus 
they were proliptically present. 

in this peradex of tenses Jesus shows that the hopes of the Nessiah 

which are anticipated for the future are already in the present. 

And the result of God's activity as revealed through Jesus is 

that the "Father seeks" those who worship the Father in spirit 

aml truth. ‘Jorship is to be ev AVEV ATI Deds suggests that 

a 
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this meens "in the heart, not in this place or that +9 But 

a profounder observation seems to be that of Barrett who says 

the seaning of év TVEUpATI must depend upon the force 

of the word VEU pe in the next verse. The "spirit" is not 

regularly contrasted over against matter, but rather it is a 

Life-giving, ¢ vents: ve activity, aid in this sense John commonly 

uses the word TVEUB (ef, 325-8; 6: 3 7: 382 1ht1 7-19) .98 

And these worshippers will worship Zv AVE D Aotr | . Thus, 

beyond the worship on Gerisin or in Jerusalea, “true” worship 

looks to Jesus who Himself is the “truth” (14:6), the "faithful 

Sulfillment of Ged's purposes and thus the anticipation of the 

future visian of God, #92 4nd the pointed phrase Jesus uses, 

Oo maTne To100-T0S hytet indi cates that God is the 

uctive agent not only in revealing Himself, but also in drawing 

all men to Him. Jesus thus focuses God's revelation of true 

worship against the national prejudice on both sides. And then 

He shows this individual woman that God is seeking her, He is 

searching bbe hei. peo telis her the hour is comings when 

TeoekyV neers atAtel ind the Father will Himself initiate 

such worship, by seeking for worshippers vho will worship Hin 

in spirit ani truth. This seexing takes place by God coming in 

the flesh of Jesus to fulfill this Hessianic role among ma. 
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The woman said to him, "I know thet Messiah is coming (he 

whe is called Christ}; when he comes, he will show us all 

things" (v. 25). The Samaritans seen to have expected the con- 

ing of a Messiah though it does not appear that they used that 

word. The Coming One was called Teheb, He who returns, or Who 

a a 52 Yestores,?* or Hashab, the Converter, or as El Muhdy, the 

Guide.’? The u.S.V¥. translates the term Messiah as a note fron 

the Evangelist and therefore places it in parentheses. This 

is also the idea of Barrett.?* fhe wouan by this answer indicates 

g of what Jesus had said. Barrett suggests tt) 

that the woman's answer shows that she was "not merely catching 

Soae understand in: 

at a strew to divert the argument; she grasps the messianic 

bearin f the reference te worship in spirit and truth. 295 

Sut the words of this verse indicate in a striking manner how 

impersenally the wman was receiving Jesus? statements. After 

her confession of v. 17 these words show that there was no 

application of Jesus' wonderful offer of living water, or of a 

new spiritual wrship, to her own needs. She seemed ta grasp 

two things: that the Messiah wuld be a prophet wio would show 

us all things," and that He had not arrived yet. Thereby she 

revealed that she was avolding the penetrating thrust of Jesust 
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words and was remaining on an intellectual level. 

Jesus said to her, "I who speak to you am he™ (v, 26). 

Farrar observes: 

To this pocr, sinful, igorant stranger had been uttered 
words of immortal significance, to which all future ages 
ieee » a8 it were, with hushed breath end on their 

This was the climax of the scene. Lverything had been said. 

Jesus had avowed somthing which he had never before categori- 

cally adnitted.>/ He removed the tenporigzing frou her previscus 

Stateuent. He said in effect, "You do not need to walt. I 

that spoak te you am the ene who has revealed all things need- 

ful to you.” St. Jot uses the formula, Z yee <ipl . elsewhere 

in the Gospel to indicate a probable connection with the greut 

divine vord of self-revelation and comand in the Jld Testament 

(Ex. 3:6; 3:13 26:2), til the previous message was preparatory 

to this final self-revelation. The conversation found its cli- 

max a5 Jesus revealed Himself as the answer te ail thenceds of 

this woman, the One who had revealed her inner life, the actual 

Source of Living water, and the bringer of a new concept of 

Wworsh in. 

The remainder of the chapter adds little to our understand- 

ing of the conversation between Jesus and the Samaritan woman. 

We may briefly sumsarize the conclusion: the woman became so ex- 

Cited =t Jesus? announcement tmt He was the Vessiah, that she 
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"left her water jar” perhaps for Jesus to get his ow drink, and 

runing to the city told the people, "Come see a man who told 

me all that I ever did. Can this be the Christ?" And we see 

in vv. 40-42 that Jesus remained with the Samaritans for two days 

and spoke with them. 5%. John ends the narrative in words which 

make Barrett comment, "The Samaritans speak the language of 

Johannine Christology » #28 "They said to the woman, 'It is no 

longer because of your words that we believe, for we have heard 

for ourselves, and we know that this is indeed the Savior of the 

world'" {y. 42), 

vonparing this conversation with that between Jesus and 

Wicodenus, we are aware of some similarities and some differ= 

ences. One can imagine that both conversations included more 

words than St. John records, but to avoid-useless speculation, 

we have remained within the confines of the text as we find it 

in the Gospel, and our comparisons will renain between the actual 

wrds that the Evangelist has given us. 

l. The woren of Samaria apparently had no felt need when 

she e:% ered into the casual conversation with the ian at the 

well, whereas NWicodenus initiated the conversation, after he 

Came to Jesus." Thus the Lord had continually to try to show 

the woman her real needs. Each attenpt on her part to 

tel lectualize her religious feelings was quickly picked up 

by Jesus and given a spiritual emphasis. Jesus made the woman 
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face up to the reality of her sin (4:16-16) and acknowledge her 

Wons religious belief (4:22). 

2 Jesus used familiar concepts that the woman could visual- 

ize, and then added new nmeming to them. This technique was 

e
r
a
s
u
r
e
s
 

used in the metaphor of "living water" and in the reference to 

the wership upon the mountain. Yesus apparently tried to deal 

with the woman on her level and to raise her from there by 

Gplaining a familiar concept in such a way that an understanding 

would be gained of a new concept. Thug had Jésus speken to 

Uleodenus about ‘new birth," "water® and "the wind.” 

3. Yess kept the conversation on a positive, spiritual 

level. He did not enter into discussion of the velues of wor- 

Shipping on Mt. Gerlaim or in Jerusalem, nor did He compare u 

himseif with Jacob as the woman did, nor did He explain His 

breaking of Jewish tradition in speaking to her. Jesus showed i 

interest ln the woman as 4 sinner, and as an individual who 

needed help, And the Lord revealed His role not as a Jew, nor 

88 G4 prophet only, but as Messiah. ie cen trace a development 

in the conversation as the wman's attitude changes towards 

Jesus: (a2) in ve 9 she is pert, overly sure of herself; (b) in 

Ve 11 she shows some respect to Jesus, although she still tries 

to maintain supe riority over this Jew; (c) in v. 15 although 

the woman misunderstands Jesus she shows some sincere interest 

in His words; (d) in ve 19 she shows reverence to Jesus as to } 

& man of God, although she tries to avoid entering into too 

{ personal a conversation; and (ce) in v. 25, despite her hesitancy, 
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she shows some anticipation as she speaks of one of the most 

important end pressing religious concepts in that day. 9? 
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CHAPTER V 

4 SUMMARY OF JESUS" COUNSELING TECHNIQUES 

| = 
From the previous two chapters we have an insight into 

Jems’ actual counseling with individuals: Nicodeaus and the 

Samaritan vomne From these interviews, plus our introductory 

material in Ghanter II, we shall present in summary nine basic 

Principles of action upon which Jesus operated, and which 

Contain an example to be followed in our ow counseling prmce- 

i. csus stinulated his hearers with a profound statement, 

and, when that was misunderstood, replied with a slightly 

modified rapetitions= We find this basic pattern of conversation   
48 a modus operandi in other passages of the Gospels also: 

Me 252-95 G:27—3 41"463 51-60; Mark 7:15<23; $:15-20. 

Jesus thus presented a stimulating concept before He explained 

it or applied its meanings We may even classify some of the 

parables in this waye ‘They were often knotty statements that 

Caused curiosity, concern, and often questions. Such examples 

might be found in the parables of the sower, the new cloth and 

the wine, and the leaven., This Jesus gained not only attention, 

but interest. we found in the previous chapters that the i 

Statements on being "born again" (3:3), the "wind blowing” (3:8), 

RS, RATES 
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the "living water" (4:10), brought a question which revealed 

luck of understanding. Then Jesus could explicitly apply the 

Messazc which le had suggested beneath the cover of this met= 

@phor of paradox, This technique is not easily categorized, 

hor can it be followed slavishly. It is in part a matter of 

Style and of personal ability to express thoughts in short, 

pithy Stutbements, and to stimulate thought without discouraging 

the thinker. We can see that Jesus! approach to Nicodemus uas 

on a cirferent level from the one to the Samaritan womane To 

Nicodemus Jesus spoke as to a well-educated man, versed in 

scriptures, one earnestly seeking the truth, and one who would 

respond to intellectual prodding. The stimulation of the 

Slower mincd of the Samaritan woman wea more gentle and limited 

in its outreach than in the ease of Nicodemuae For those who 

cen, like Jesus, aim at the greatest clearness in the briefest 

Compass this method of Jesus is meaningful and useful. Others 

will perhaps confine themselves to the more generally applic- 

able principles to which we now turne 

20 Jesus knew what was in the heart of man beneath the 

outward acts and the spoken words; the Evangelist states, "He 

knew all men and needed no one to bear witness of man; for he 

himself knew what was in man"(2:25},. We see this evidenced in 

the conversation with the Samaritan womane All through the 

benign conversation Jesus knew her sinful life. With humility 

we must at first admit that Jesus as the Son of God was aware 

of monts hearts from His owm divine power. But as true man 

Jesus also grew and learned and became acquainted with people. 
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He cbserved the world around lim and learned to know people 

from experience. He would have noticed this woman coming at 

noon (according to John's timing of the sixth hour in verse 6 

of chapter by? which was strange. The majority of women would 

Come in the late afternoon. She came alone instead of in a 

Group from her city. By observing these things Jesus could 

have assumed that this woman was not readily accepted by her 

townspeople and wae forced te seck wate: at a time when the 

others would not be at the well.’ Jesus became weil acqua int ed 

with His disciples during Wis years with them. Thus He opened 

Peter's heart that he might see his ow weakness (Jn. 13:36=38). 

4nd He suw the covetous heart of the rich young man (Lk. 16:18= 

30}. In St. tukets condensed phrase concerning Jesus growth 

in wisdom and stature (Lk. 2:52), we can assume that the srowth 

in -int er-personal relations, in judgment, in mture understand- 

ing of men are included. For our purposes, the counselor must 

aleo study the heart of his fellow ma. This can be done only 

partially in an acadensic framework. But the broad framework 

of parish activity, of counseling, and of wide contacts with 

different kinds of people can be an experience of growth for 

the man who is sensitive to people and wants to learn from his 

experiences. Thus his counseling techniques will grow in depth 
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and understanding of people and their problems. He will become 

Conscious of the superficiality of the words and actions of 

his clients and will look for clues to deeper umerlying atti- 

tudes which may not be understood or emressed by the client, 

(we use the term client as the object of counseling, not in a 

legal or professional sease). Emphasizing a danger in a non- 

directive approach to counseling , 4 Ruth Strang says: 

If the counselee builds up an unrealistic idea of himself 
in the interview, his sharpest conflict will only be 
tiomee ed until he tries to function in real life situa- 

thus Jesus in the case of the Samaritan woman had to look 

beyond her interest in teuple-worship and discover a problem 

in worship (J. 4:19-2h). Also the Lord had to clarify Peter's 
ebjection to the statement that "the Son of Man must suffer 

many things, etce" (Mk. $:31-33). Jesus saw that this objection 

revealed 2 basic misunierstanding of the mission of Christ in 

the minds of the disciples. Ye saw that Jesus turned aside 

the kind and complimentary lenguage with which Nicodemus addresse! | 

him (Jn. 3:2} and answered his deep needs. 

3. Jesus worked at long range, not always for immediate 

andl obvious results. Ye see this pointedly in the story of 

the rich youns ruler (Lk. 16:18-30). Jesus spoke the wrds 

which opened up the man's heart and revealed his "hesetting 

sin." This was all that could be done at that time. ‘the young 

Ee eeeene ae 

bow Mas Peo 2. 
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_ Mah turned avay from the offer "Follow me.” Yet he was sad. 

4 note of contrition may be seen in that yord-- Tee) UNOS « 

Jesus planted the seede=he did not demand that it iomedi ately 

produce fruit. Jesus talking to the diseiples in the Upper 

Soom said, "I did not say these things to you from the besin- 

Ning, beeause I was with you. Jesus knew that much had to be 

  

experienced by the twelve before they could receive His word 
of more complete revelation. And even the message in the Upper 

‘oom, the farewell discourses (Jn. 13-17), would be almost 
forgotten in the foar and terror of that HMaunday Thursday. Yet 

Jesus worked at a longerange purpose. He relied upon the work 
of God through fis word of reconeiliatien. And Jesus promised 

to send the Holy Spirit to be continually at work, to both create 

ani sustain faith (Jn. 14:26}. As the sover He had revealed 
fod's plen end promises, yet this seed had to take root and 

Grow in the heart. An. immediate application of this principle 

to our preset circumstances is our reliance upon God for His 

Grace to wark throug: our efforts, ani a God-given patience 

Which can do the work of the Kingdom knowing that the word does 
not return void (Ise 55:11). 

4. Jesus counseled in an impromptu, spontaneous way that 
was directed to the immediate situation, and the personal needs 
of the hearer. Perhaps Bower is too superficial in his analy- 

Sls, yet he does reveal a vital concept: 
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(Jesus) bezan not with formulated beliefs, subject matter, tradition or even the Bible, but with, living persons where vhey were in their experiece of life. 

#e can add that Jesus took the situation as it existed and 

  

applied "is religious ineights into the experlence of lifc. 

ten woman. He expressed to Martha a concern for her spiritual 

srowth wille he was a guest at her table (Lk. 10:40-41). In 

method this meant that Jems used pictures, and parables and 

Hétaphors that were apparent, faniliar, and comaonly understood 

by the person vhom He was addressing. Thus He used “water,” 

‘temple, “wind,” as we have seen. This method and basic 

attitude of Jesus presets a challenge to us to present the 

messuge of the Gospel in tems and applications meaningful to 

people in our culture amd society. In following Jesus’ example 

in the conversation with the Samaritan woman we would attenpt 

inthe most natural way to lead up to the highest spiritual 

themes, touching the heart and revealing God's will for our 

client. ? /@ may follow Jesus in His use of language, besinnins 

at the grass roots of a person's life. It is “language such 

aS men use~--langiaze steeped in all the commonplace associations 

of the nursery, the im, the stable, and the street."9 ize wv 

found in the two discourses studied in this connection that 

A 
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Jesus used simple words, simple ideas, yot words weighted with 

@ Significance that would take a lifetime, if not an eternity, 

to couprehad fully. 

Je Jesus aimed at eradication of sin before further spiri- 

tuai development. Jesus did not accuse Nicodenus of leading a 

Sinful life. He did not enumerate the occasions where Nicodeaus 

had tra Sgressed the law of God. But he said to Nicodenus, "You 

mst be born again" (3:3 25). This new birth intimated end denanded 

& total reseneration in the eyes of God as the condition for 

Seeing the Kingdom of Gode It meant a forsaking of human ability 

to gain feliowship with Ged ond a radisnce upon the Holy Spirit's 

power, As Phillips correctly traislates the passage of John 

3:6, "Flesh gives birth to spirit." These terms 2K THS 

ThE Kes aid 2K Tou TVEV pl T95 "are not the 

lower and higher sides of human nature; they refer to human 

noture as a whole (ef. 1:14) and to the divine action and its 

orbit."29 resus holds that flesh of itself is not capable of 
enterine the Kingdom of fod unless God bring it new life by means 

of water anc the Spirit (3:5-6). Thus the sin at the heart of 

man is thet which prevents him from intering into full fellow 

Ship with Cod. tnless that is realized, the development of 

religious live proceeds upon a way that cannot be God-pleasing, 

but rather lesds into more sin (Lke 18:9-14)e So also the 

Woman at the well was made to look at her sinful life, perhaps caw eae 

ren erre ee emereensterseins 
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in more porsonal detail then Nieodems. Jesus! words to her 
Concernin: her married state (dn. 1316-19) proved an important 
link between the vords preceding which the woman listened to 
fn an uncomprehend ing way, ani to the personal Hessinanic sslf- 

revelstion of Jesus at the climax of the dialogue in verse 26. 
Also Jesus' words to her, "You worship what you do not know," 
(v. 22), aimed at her sin of unbelief in very definite terms. 

So also Jesus in His conversations with other individuals 

Pointed to pride (Jn. 9:3%-41), covetousness (Lke 18215-30), 
and indivfersnee (Lk. 10%\l-2). In counseling we frequently 

find thet our clients are unaware of a sin whose guilt burdens 

them down. Meviewing a ease history of such a person, Paul 
Johnson comments: 

fhe boy's appearence of calm nonchalence was only a mask 
to conceal his deep anguish and remorse. So painful were 
his memories that he said, "I can barely remember what 
happened.” : 

The pastoral counselor thus becomes Eeichtvater, the "father- 

confessor.” te must be aware that there may be confession of 

which base not reassured the client of God's forgiveness. ‘hus 

the sin and the guilt must both be eradicated by the call to 

repentanes and the announcement of God's love through Christ. 

So Jesus concluded fie conversation with Nicodemus with the 

story of the “serpent in the wilderness" (Jn. 3:14) and the 

announcement of His own redenptive tesk: "so must the Son of 

man be lifted up, that whoever believes in him may have eternal 

CTs TER 
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Life" (3:1.b-15). 

6. Jesus was concerned with veople as such; He had wide 

and unlimited sympathy. His heart was open to the ealck and 

suffering, to the openly sinful. So we have seen thet during 

the brief ministry of Jesus He took time to spend with indivi- 

dusis.42 we may briefly summarize the attitude of Jesus as 

found in the Gospels? 

ie never seems to have despaired of any mane « « « Society 
te did not divide into two classes distinct from each other, 
the one elasa goog, the other evil. In fact, He discovered 
that those most open to His eppeals were precisely those 
who were usually condemed as "sinners", end the most 
impervious te the truth as He taught it were, fhose who 
prided themselves upon being among the good. 

The counselor must also try to free hiuself from prejudices 

so thet he can be non-judgmental in his attitude toward the 

person of his client and accept him as he ise One important 

@latinction mst be maintained. That is: (1) we must accept 

cach individual as a redeened soul, worthy of snd needing our 

loves (2) we must be aware of the sin which keeps this redeened 

soul from the full realization of the love of God. Thus our 

hearts are open te all men who are in need of our counseling 

and of thus more fully participating in the redeeming love of 

God in Ghrist. Jesus also dealt with tnose who had loathsome, 

repulsive diseases and did not reject them (eeS.,; the leners, 

Natt. S:2-h3 epileptios, Matt. :2h3 1781-183 the deaf, Mx. 

CORES CeO AER ATI RNS TES 

12 @, chapter IT. 

134. W. Hitehcock, The Psychology of Jesus (Soston: The 
Pilgrim Press, 1907), pe 1i3- 
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12339353 the Gerasene Liemoniac, Me 511-13). So the counselor 
"ust lesrm from Eis Lord to overcome his own emotional upsst, 

Upon contact with people euffering disfiguring diseases, by re=- 
Reaberlrs the creat need for love and umerstanding which the 

Client has, and himself being eware of bis office as o prociainer 

Of God's love. Jesus ols» worked spart from e notio:alistic 
brejucice and bigotry. Thus we see Jesus! contact with tne JSan- 

aritan women (Jn. ;), Hig rebuke of dohn when the disciple com- 

plained of snother eagting out demons “because he was not fole 

lowing us" {ire 9230), Hide acknowledgment of the faith of a woman 

from the heathen Canaenites (Matte 1512128). In the srea of 
recital, satio.el and religioua prejudice, the example of Jesus 

In His work with individuals demands @ reevelustton of our own 
Sttituces In the terms of the universality of God's morey and 

Christian levee So the Uvengelist expounded upon the lesson 
of Josun to Nicodemus, in the verses following the conversation 
(Sue 3126821), to point to the unlversolity and impartiality 
of God's grece in Christ, that {6 wae effectuel for “the world" 

(3:16). 

/. esus wos alwaya aware of iia basic mission. His 

purpose in iis activity among people was that "they may have 

life and nave it abundsntly." Jesus called Himself tho “Good 
Shephord (who} leys down his life for the sheep,” and Size coun- 

S@ling erex o16 ef that will to save (Jn. 10:10-11). Tus the 

Pestoral wort: of personel counseling must be dominated by oa a 

relizious pursose; as Russel Dieka puta its 
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It works from a blased point‘of views It admita quite 
frankly thet it atsempts to influence humsn behavior and 
to direct human personality in a way that 1% believes to 

+ be desirable. 

Despite the Vazueneas of his expression, we may agree with Dr. 

Picks' emphasis upon the purposefullness of pastoral counseling. 

Jesus' contacts with individuals were pointed to lead them to 

the Kingdom of Ged, to make them aware of sin, and to announce 

So the pastoral counselor cen 

we 

the grace of God in forgivenesse 

never be so “non-directive" as to lose his own direction. 

shell examine this in the following chapters in more detail. 

°» Jesus msde religion personal, not national; He emphasi- 
#60 the activity of God upon the heart, not the external rite 
or ritusl by whieh the Jews had deadened the message of God's 

promises revealed to them. 30 Jesus said to Nicodenus that the 

work of the Spirit on his heart might be compsred to the wind 

wich "blows where it wills, and you hear the sound of it, but 

yOu do not know whence 1t comes or whither it goes; so it is 

with every one who ig born of the Spirit" (Jne 3:3). ere is ua 

not «¢ mtter of flesh, or heredity, or family. The Spirit 

Works upon the heart. And the Spirit is God (Jn. 4:2h). So 

also to the Semeritan woman, Jesus pointsout that in essence 

worship is done in spirit end truth, not on mountain or in 

temple (/,:21-2)). Jesus offers Himself personally to the Ady 

Sewaritan woman es Messiah “who will reveal all thingse" He 

is greater than cacob despite the woman's mocking question (i,;:12). 

A RTE ES 
rm 

Uinussel Dicks, Pastoral work and Personal Counseling (New 
Yorr: The Mactitilan Company,199) ope Ye 
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Yor although Jacob dug a well, Jesus 1s Himself the dispenser 

of living weter. So Jesus climectic statement to the women of 

Samaria pointed to Himself, "I am Christ, speaking to you now" 

(Sn h226)2", The whole dialogue in chapter 6 is understandable 

from the viewpoint that Jesus is sent with the mission to bring | 

"as ee 

reciproce] indwelling of Christ and the believer.2° ‘the 

pastoral counselor will use the concept of the Chureh, the Sidle, 

brayer and stewsrdship in his dealing with perishioners. 5Sut 

he must never lose sight of the individual in his personal 

relationship to the holy, loving Ged. Any approach which emphas- 

izes the organizationel or ritualistic elements of religious 

life above the personal, Individual meaning, must confront the 

Loré's statement to Nieodemus, "Unless one is born of water 

ene the Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of God." Zach of 

these insights emphasizes the personal elements of religion, 

breaking through national end institutional limitations, and 

instilling personal responsibllity and faith. 

$e Jesus did not argue. He did not compel or dictate, 

force sssent, or impose His teachings. He wanted responses 

that would be more lasting than if inadequately motivated. 

Pertieularly in Ste dohn chapter four we see Jesus avoiding meraly 

ecntroversiol argument end substituting positive atatements that 

apmansocesetidaemssinspsaasmesansmaaenseaiges 

15g, Re Barrett, Ode Clte, Pp. 236. 

15, 3, Phillips, The Gospels, p. 196. 
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Soth transcend the points of contention end obliterate them. 

Thus Jesus avwolas 8 lengthy argument on racial bigotry (i.29=10) 

and formal worship of two different veligious faitns (220-2), 

although He positively states the transcendent concepts which 

solve the existing prebloms. 

These nine points summerize briefly some.of the attitudes 

and words which Jesus expressed towards individuais as we have 

seen ir the Gospels, These examples of counseling techniques 

are nob practical in the sense that we can literally "imitate* 

the words wilich Jesus used, ane we must always remain conscious 

of the distence between the Son of Ged anc us. 5ut the general 

principles which He followed are relevant to our counseling 

procedures.



CHAPTER Vi 

MODERN CONCEPTS OF PASTORAL COUNSELING 

Jesus! interest in individual has always been an exarizle 

ard chaliense to ministers of the Christian Church in their 

own eastoral work. Sut in surveying the field of sastoral 

counseling, we are immediately struck by the sudden wealth of 

recent literature on this subject. A few high points in the 

history of pastoral care ea part of its responsibility to the 

Lord's commend, "eed my lembse . . » Tend my sheep" (Jn. 21:16). 

Sut particularly in this century we find en intense interest on 

the vart of Christian pastors to improve the techniques and 

practices in their personal counseling with their parishioners. 

Three land-marks may be found in recent years to explain 

the development of modern concepts of pastoral counseling. 

1. The writings of Sigmund Freud have had an important 

bearing, and influence on the development of counseling concepts. 

his introduction to Psychosnalysistis considered the classic 

in the field and has had significant influence upon a generation 

of disciples (Jung, Adler, Horney, Alexander, and others) who 

developed the modern vayontateia schools.2 Dicks describes 

Freud's influence end importance for our subject: 

  

1s Sigmund Freud, The Basic Writings of Sigmund Freud (New 
York: Modern Library, 19 ® 

2prederick Re Knubel, Pastoral Counseling (Philadelphia: 
Muhlenberg Press, 1952), De Bfe : 
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Sgimund Freud . . « rejected both his parental religion 
and his father's domination as being one and the same, 
and . . . through his brilliant observations moved to the 
study of spiritual problems, striking out as he did so 
Judaism, Christianity and the other religions, both au- 
thoritarian and autocratic. 

Thus we see his significance in drawing lines of tension between 

the Christian pastor who represents such an authoritarian 

religion and the psychiatrist who follows Freud's teachings and 

interprets religious experience with his attitudes. 

2. In the church the movement towards a psychiatric 

approach to pastoral counseling took hold in 1923 by the intro- 

duction of what is known as Clinical Pastoral Training. This 

training took place in psychiatric institutions. Much of the 

author's experiences within these and other such training pro- 

grams. It shows at times an uncritical acceptance of modern 

psychiatric theories. 

3. The pastoral counseling movement has been largely con- 

fined to a single method of psychotherapy known as "non-directive 

counseling." This is based on an @tirely secular book by Carl 

Re Rogers, Counseling and Psychotherapy.? It has been said, 

"Rogers did not discover the method but has developed it far 

more systematically than anyone else." 

  

3Russell Le Dicks, Pastoral Work and Personal Counseling 
(New York: The Macmillan Co., 1949), pe 150. 

‘xnubel, Ope Cite, Pe he 

2carl Rogers, Counseling and Psychotherapy (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company® 1ogzyeo teat 

Sxnubel, Ops Cite, ppe 6 f. 
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4ithough the Christian Church has always engeged in pastoral 

caré and personal counseling, we find that these three events 

in the past fifty years heve brought the formerly uncoordinated 

efforts of pastors to counsel their parishioners into a scienti- 

fie metnodologzy, complete with statistics, case studies, and 

developed theories, and promising thet the aim of the new 

methods of pastoral counseling would “assist tne individual to 

&Yrow sc that he can cope with the present problem and with 

later problems in a better integrated fashion."/ sefore this 

modern movement, it can hardly be seid that the care of souls 

has hitherto been undertaken mothodicallys no special me thods 

of treatment have been described or taught.3 

Grented that the modern approach to pastoral counseling 

hes themethodology and the techniques of training that previous 

practice has Iscked, we must now examine the principles and prac- 

tices of moéern pastoral counseling so that we may compare them 

with the prineiples and practices of our Lord Jesus which we 

Studisd in previous chapters of this work. 

as¢ £ind the aims and purposes of psstoral care and personal 

counseling expressed in different ways by different authors. 

Generally each reflects his theological tradition as well as 

his psychiatric inclinations. Although Rogers is a secular au- 

thor, we shell quote him first because of his pioneer work in 

  

Trogers, Ove Gites Pe 16, 

Saute, bergsten, Pastoral Psychology (London: George Allen 
and Unwin, Ltd., 1951), de . 
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this f2e14 and his influence upon pasteral counselors, ‘The 

bacie hypothesis according to Rogers is: 

Eifective counseling consists of a definitely structured 
permissive melationship whieh allows the client to gain 
an understanding of himself te a degree which enables hin 
to take positive steps in the light of his new orientetion.? 

Ruth Strang represents the school of educational counselors in 

which she 4s a leader and represents a moderate viewpoint. Her 

derinition of comseling is: 

a face-to-face eee in whieh the counselor heips 
& person to gain insight, & new orientation, 2 more accept= 
able soit sense ¢ teeters ways of Ghinking about life! 
preblens and relationships, new techniques of iiving.20 

Another approach, that of Paul Johnson, stresses the probicn-- 

approach to counseling. Thus the counselor is ready to fill a 

felt need when that arises: 

Counseling is a eres ee arising from 
expressed need to work through difficulties or ue 
emotional understanding and growing responsibilL 

Seward Wiltner, states his opinion that there is a sense in which 

the @2ms of pastoral counseling are the same as those of the 

Chuveh itseic;72 tt elsewhere hie professed aims are much 

ROIS eetular and moradistic: 

  

Rogers. Oe Sitios De 18. 

-Cnuth s 
eg eneary ieee Hew Syerit tovised sat tions D PRaee ORE there, 

tizani B Johnson storal Care (New Yoris 
Abangdon-Cokeabusn, AOS3 Fee Tae ¢ 

“2sevard Hiltner, Pas Counseling (New Yorks Abingdon-- 
Cokesbury Press, 1949), De co 
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I believe however, we should welcoms the trend towards 
the objective-stnical view, even if it is often unaccome 
panied by ygat seems to us to be en essential theological 
corollary. 

We may sum up the principles of pastoral counseling as found 

  

in these suthore: the seculer emphases upon self-realization 

ee ~S 

  

and social benefit, which are basic to the approach of the 

psychothcrapiats, heave entered the field of pastoral counsel- 

ing within the Church. we shall develop this initial judgment 

aS we see its application in different ohases of pastoral 

work and the counseling action itself. 

the besic method for pastoral counseling is the “non-   directive counseling" approach, or as Rogers terms it in a 

later book, "client-centered therapy."14 We find a suceinct     account of this method in the introduction to Dr. Rogers' 

serlier book, written by the editors: 

ft is & technique by means of which human individuels 
may be taught to adopt as their own those habits of mind 
and of emotion that will make them eble to solve their 
own problems as they arise. The proper aim of the coun- 
selor is the procuction of a new attitude in the indi- 
vidual being counseled. This attitude snould give the 
client himself increasingly clear insight into his ow 
problems and_bhelp him gain in integration in his own 
persona lity.25 

in actual practice, ss described in Kogers' twelve steps 

in a therapeutic process, +© we discover two basic facts: (1) 

  

13rptderDe 32. 

Wnnubel, op. eltes De /s 
rogers, op. cite, introduction by Leonard Carmichael, 
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The individual must come for help of his owm will; he must 

desire help, realize his need and initiate the therapeutic vro= 

cess3;17 and (2) there is always some degree of direction, how- 

ever subtle, on the part of the counselor (thus non=directive 

is a misnomer and does not deseribe the actual situation) .2°% 

There, is the subtle inference thet in the client-centered 

situation the counselor does not have to direct the interview 

because the individual has the resources within himself to solve 

his own problems. We see this thought expressed in both secular 

and pastoral sources, wiich adopt the viewpoint of Rogers: 

Tne counselee ils seeking self-realization, self-actualizetions 
he is hoping to make his life more complete and satisfying . 
fie has the capacity within himself to do this. Confucius. 
embodied this principle in the saying: “Remember that thou 
art man end frail sndlikely to fail. . . but if thou fall, 
remember thst thou art man and heve it within thy self te 
get up" Bggh person works out his salvation in his own 
unique waye 

The clergymen's tasic in pastoral work is to assist spiri- 
tual forces at work within the individual: forces which 
ere struggling for growth and meturity of the soul. Thece 
forces follow lawa which ere as devendable as are the laws 
of health within the vhysicsl body. in fect we are recog- 
nizing thet the spiritual and physical effect cach other 
so profoundly that many obseryers clsim they are but differ- 
ent parts of the same whole. 

we see in the second quotetion, by Russel Dicks that the "spi- 

ritual forces" are equated with the psychological structures and 
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thet they "follow laws" in the way thet the body follows laws 

of healtie In this concept of pastorel counseling, the 

counselor merely guides the individual towards his "self-reali- 

zation, self-actualization."” i&verything is there, in man, with 

which to work. The counselor assists the "spiritual forces 

at work within the individual." We shall compare this non-direc- 

tive acceptance ox thse individual as he is, wlth the Christian 

coctrine of confession of sin and forgiveness through the blood 

or Christ in the next chapter. 

Pollowing the basic suppositions of the non-directive 

or client-centered azproach the modern pestorel counseling move- 

ment tends to remove the individual from the area of obedience 

to external authority. Xnubel remarks thet in non-directive 

counseling there must be "no hint of authority, no rebuke, ad- 

monition, coercion, argument, oxplanstion, exhortation--or 

geners lization."22 Corrol Wise shows thet this concept has not 

understood that the inner need of a person is always at bottom 

moral and religious. Wise says: 

.fne approseh: va are outlining here will create conflicts 
-in ministers holding the traditional attitude. The ques- 
tion often comes, “Hust we never péess judgment?" It is 
good psychology to answer thls queation in the negative. 
e « « fhe counselor does not pronounce forgiveness nor 
does he give people forgiveness. . « « The grace oF God 
lies in the real fact that lic has created within human par- 
sonality powers which, if properly used, will result in ! 
life . . . through the process of acceptence, clarification, i 
and release. « « e« Thigats & curetive,; creative, redemptive | 
force inherent in man.“ 

  

2lnubel, Os Cites De Te 

22 7 ; 
Carroll A. Wise, Pastoral Counseling (few York: Herper 

& Brose, 1951), pe 82, Sls D9. 
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we see here a denial of religious authority and of the necessity 

of speaking of final divine realities, Dicks follows this 

line of thought: 

The o16 heaven and hell have passed away and the old- 
fashioned authority of the clergyman with theme « e « 
Por a psrishioner to participate in the creative role 
of God , « » « is to have gained the kingdom of heaven 

already == perhaps one shovld sey released the kingdom 
of heaven within us -- while to fail to develop one’s 
eapacities . . .- is to accept hell. ... . There is one 
further thought in this connection that influences our 
pestoral work: the nature of Christ's death is of 
relatively Liggle importance so far as the pastor's work 
is concerned. 

Underlying these words 1s the exclusion of Givine reveletion, 

judgment, authority, and even an opinion that these concents 

are destructive of tne cure which such counseling aims at. 

rom these two basic attitudes of modern pastoral counsel- 

ing, the non-directive approach and the absence of suthority, 

we shall try to draw some conclusions on the rcle of Gecivay, 

as found in the traditional statenents of tha Christian faith, 

in modern counseling concepts. Rogers hes deyeloped the idea 

that intellectual stimuli do not of themselves change behavior 

generally, snd certainly do not change people themselves. He 

has steted this in his rejection of classical psychosnalysis® 

[t has come to be recognized that we do not change the 
client's behavior very effectively simoly by giving him 
an anbelias eaae picture of its patterning no matter how 
accurate. 

  

23p1eks, Ode Cites DDe 9 f. 
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Sut more fer-rouching effects in pastoral counseling are felt 

from Roger's rejection of the Intellectual approach in prefer- 

Snece to the approseh through emotion. Taus he sttempts to dis- 

Credit the imparting of knowledge. He states 1t thus: 

fhe newer therapy endeavors towork 8s directly as 
Possible in the realm of feeling and emotion rather 

through anvintsiieetunl approssaeee) en is proaches 

We can see truth in this statement, and we too attempt to 

Peach the “whole men" in our counseling with the individual. 

Lut in Rogers there is an implied mistrust of intellectual 

clarification and explanation in itself. Thus in the field of 

religion, the counselor would not, if he followed Rogers' pat- 

tern, speal: prophetically the Word of God, but rather draw 

upon the emotionel resources of the individual's experience and 

not impose any external ideas upon him. we turn to Dicks and 

tidltner for their own understanding of this concept that the 

emphasis in counseling should lie upon the emotional rather 

then the rationel understendinge Talis becomes in some pastoral 

counseling a denial of the prophetic message, a disevowal of 

the traditional tenets of faith, and an attempt to build an ex- 

perience theology working from the person's individual resources. 

Religion had its rise in man's offorts to establish a 
satisfactory and satisfying relationship with the world 
in which he lived. ». eit is lete in the history of roe- 
ligion thst man is religious because he gains satisfaction . 
through being religious, when love of God displaces fear 
of God. Only out of suffering is deep love born. 

eeu eee 
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No explanation is made for the illogical ‘connection of the 

last sentence with its preceding sentence. Hiltner works 

inductively, giving religious labels.to ordinary psychological 

  

Phenomena and equating his counseling with the work of the 

Holy Spirit, acting immediately! 

When the pastor sees positive potentialities emerging 

identities eheir aowee ao the eperation ef the fol 
Spirit or of Divine grace. He has a metaphysic, a con- 
ception of the structure of the universe in which he can 28 
place his operational understanding of human personality. 

These comments tend to show a supposed transcendence over 

traditional theology and a replacement. of the creeds of the 

Church with a potpourri of philosophical concepts embelished 

with psychological terms. 

Although we must criticize some very basic aspects of the 

modern pastoral counseling aims and goals, we must also recog- 

nize positive contributions of modern psychology to the art of 

pastoral counael ing Lintene fuller and deeper understanding of 

the workings of the human mind which has developed since Freud. 

Knubel wisely comments: "Counsel is darkened when the pastor 

shuts his eyes to the science of psychology and the psychologist 

shuts his eyes to God. "29 Within the whole field of pastoral 

Counseling we find a new understanding of behavior, personality, 

Social relations, and the depth of the feeling of personal 

guilt, which is helpful, even necessary, for effective personal 

Tl 
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counseling. Thu: GSte Bergsten sums up ouz fellings on this 

necessity for seeing the two aspects of pastoral counseling << 

the foundation of basic Christian theology as the mainspring 

for our approueh to individuals, and the deeper understanding 

of psychology to help us achieve our spiritual goals: 

There ts an intimate and necessary connection between 
she spiritual and the psychological care cf s0Ulse « « e 
The mind and the body are the instruments through which . 
the soul manifests itself in Time. Therefore the care 
of souls cannot be practised In the deepest sense if 
either the spiritual or the psychological aspect of man's 
naturs_is emphasized or cultivated at the expense of the 
other, 20. 
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CHAPTER VIT 

& COMPARISON OF JESUS" COUNSELING METHODS AND THE MODERN 

CONCEPTS OF PASTORAL COUNSZLING 

in order to understand more clearly the relationship 

between the counseling attitudes and techniques of Jesus com- 

pared with these expressed by modern pastoral counselors who 

have left the pale of the traditional Christian faith, we shall 

Compare the two in thelr agreement and disagreement concerning 

the fundemental articles of Christian belief. This chapter 

will compure the attitudes and methods developed from basic 

Concepts of: (1) God; (2) Mans (3) Sin; (4%) Atonement; and (5) 

the Christian Life. In addition to the work done by pastoral 

Counselors whose techniques have been developed from a basically 

Secular source, other modern authors will be referred to as a 

guide toward the synthesis of Jesus’ concepts of counseling. 

Three authors have been especially helpful in developing coun- 

seling concepts which take both the message of God in Christ 

and the concepts of modern psychology serlously. They are: 

Waynes E. Cates,+ Frederick Knubel, 2 and Géte Sergsten.? To 

AE ALL 5 TCI 

Ley as Wayne Oates, Anxiety in Christian Experience (Philadelphia: 
isi: :7 5 gamed aeaaeaia sition Muhlenberg Press, 

# @rrederick Re inubel » Pastoral Counseling (Philadelphia: 
Muhlenberg Press, 1952). 

3a8te Bergsten, Pastoral Psy sy : G em Psycholo (London: George Allen 
and Unwin, Ltd., 1951). 
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these authors we shall refer frequently for their understanding 

of pastoral care in opposition to the secular concepts of authors 

quoted in the previous chapter. 

God 

in the conversations of Jesus with Nicodemus and with the 

Samaritan woman the Lord explains some basic concepts of God. 

Ged is spirit (John 4:24). He must be worshiped in spirit and 

truth (4:24). His action among ma is the establishment of fis 

Ndngdom (323,55). God works through His Holy Spirit (3:5-6,8). 

Ye is revealed by the Son of Man who descended from heaven (3:13). 

God expresses His action in the role of Messiah (4:25-6). God 

is revealed ag Father (4:21,3)~e Atonement is God's work in 

Christ (3:14). 

Within this revelation the Christian pastor works and 

counsels. The pastor is representative of Christ and preaches 

His message. Knaubel points out the Mtility of ignoring this 

revelation: 

The greatest danger, however, is that the pastor shall 
limit himself within the restrictions of scientific 
methodology which by definition casts out any hint of 
Civine intervention, religious autonomy, or sacred 
revelation.* 

The success of the pastoral counseling interview dare not 

depend only upon the resources of the pastor or the client. The 

personalities of oither can inhibit the action of God. The 

effective application of the Gospel message of God's love in Chris@ 
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"ust be the power for rebuilding personalities. When it comes 

to giving guidance for a Christian life, it must be Christ 

that leads the way and gives the power, not merely the inner 

thoughts of the human soul.’ This we posit over asainst the 

theory that the individual has the resources within himself 

which can effect his salvation. Jesus in His counseling methods 

presented the prophetic word of God*s wrath and His mercy 

tewards mankind's helplessness. 

in Dicks* statement that "Friendliness, affection, love 

are the characteristies of God as Jesus described Him™® we find 
4 truth with whieh we must confront those who find in Cod's 

MeSSaze a legalistic measuring rod for the morals and life of 

Christians, Hut we reject the weakness of this pronouncenent   as inadequate in the light of Jesust demands for repentance 

and subaission to the mling.of God in one's life. Gates pre-~ 

Sents a fuller picture of God ani His reaction upon sinful 

HGR : 

The character of God is manifested in the anxious response 
of mean in Wis presence as he eagerly awaits the reconcilig- aie 

tion which proceeds forth from the inind of God in Christ. 

The pastoral counselor must present the full revelation of God 

in his decling with clients. Thus Jesus condemned the false 

belief of the Samaritan women (4:22). Jesus was permissive in 

iis attitude towards the woman in that He accepted the sinful 

SO TE REE oe T ETD 
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wonan with = attitude of wana response to her problem and her 

lack of understandings B5But His love is firm and centered in 

the fulfillment of His mission. It does not aim at "denoting 

&h atmosphere which permits and condones virtually everything. nb 

God is recognised ag the authority. The counselor's authority 

is conditioned by his obedience to the ultimate reality which 

is God. 

ian 

Jesus described His mission in the words of Luke 19:10: 

"The Son of man came to seek and to save that which is lost." 

“en is doseribed ag having at his heart that vhich is opposed 

to God (Matt. 15:19). In Jesus’ counseling with Nicodemus He 

*eveuled that a new birth must secur, not by entering once 

agein into the physical womb, but by being “born again of water 

and the Spirit" (3:5). This is a condition for realizing Godts 

rule in onets life. That which is born of flesh remains on a 

fleshly level (3:6). Man in his natural state does not receive 

God's revelation (3:11). 

We must therefore reject the advice of Ruth Strang: 

The counselor's phijosophy and attitude of respect for 
people and his genuine faith in their ability to use the 
resources within themselves detergine to a large extent 
his successful use of techniques. 
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This attitude foliows the Rogers' theory that a permissive 

relationshin "allows the climt to gain an understanding of 

hinself to a degree which enables him to take positive steps 

in the light of his new orientation. "20 against this Jesus 

Stated the remarkable and profound phrase, "You must be born 

again" (3:7). Jesus struck at the root of mai's sin: how can 

You speak good, when you are evil?" (Matt. 12:34). The radical 

Sense of evil which lies at the heart of man perverts his every 

action und leads him away from God's command of obedience. The 

Optimistic belief that man's heart is not evil and that solu- 

tion to his problens may be drawn from that source is net accept 

able in the light of Jesus! demands for totel rebirth. 

Sut psycholegical study has revealed some positive insights 

/ inte man's makeup which are helpful in our study of pastoral cess I 

Counseling and which are followed in the Lord's example. Rogers 

Stated, "This newer therapy places greater stress upon the emo- 

tional elements, the feeling aspects of the situation, than 

upon the intellectual aspects, + Thus the counselor must look 

beyond the words of the counselee and try to find the emotional 

state, the inner longings, the thoughts which are too difficult 

_ to speak. Jesus turned the conversation with the Samaritan 

i, wonan from an intellectual discussion to a very personal 

application (4:16, 21-4). Since the writings of Freud, backed 

ere ae eee 
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up with innumerable case studies, it has become evident that 

host maladjustments are not failures of knowing, but are rooted 

in the realm of the feelings and enotions.=2 Thus the counselor 

muS& Catch the feeling underlying the words which the client 

Speaks. We have seen how Jesus apparently breaks of f a train 

of conversation to strike at a need that is dsoener (3:3; 4:18). 

Jesus knew the heart of man (2:25). lie thus approached a4 coun- 

Scling situation with en aim te treat the “whole man," not merely 

to exercise his intellect. Jesus demanded decision, committal 

of renunciation. 

Atonement 

Mubel describes clearly the conflict between an evangel- 

[4
 

o 2 i and a secularistic, or at best herotical, approach to pas-   
2: 8 — 7 aa vores counseling: 

Justification is God for us. Sanctification is God within us. 
Soth are necessary. But before God can be felt as within 
us, he must be felt as for us. The pastoral counseling 
movement, in rejecting the first thereby vitiates the second, 
upon which nevertheless 1% bases everything. What is most 
deeply needed by any person in mental or spiritual trouble 
is not first of all tha feeling that God is within him, but 
first of all the feeling that God is for him in Ghrist, even 
in his worst condition and in his deepest guilt. 

The revelation of God justifying mm and renoving his guilt of 

sin is given in the cross of Christ. Thus Jesus revealed to 

Nicodemus that "the Son of man must be lifted up" (3:14). This 

"God for™ concept is found lacking in much modern literature on 

nee 
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Pastoral counseling. This lack is sem clearly in Dicks! book: 

The nature of Christ's death is of relatively little 
importance so far as the pastor's work is concerned. That 
is, it was not necessary for Jesus to have beci murdered 
by veligious sealots and mercenary soldiers for me as a pas- 
tar ta be helpful to a girl who has become pregnant out of 
wedlock, and who is upon the point of committing suicide 
because of guilt feelings. However the fact that Christ 
lived and taught and died the kind of death He did may 
well be responsible, at least partially, for the fact that 
i care whether a girl commits suicide or not. 

the fact that men with liberal theological background have been 

the pioneers of the rastoral counseling movement has expressed 

itself in such wrds as these and thus shows the shallow under . 

stmding of the Christien Gospel which they profess to hold. 

Sin 

In the history of pastoral care we find that the Christian 

Church of the middle ages used the confessional as its main 

neens of sastoral counseling. The individual in the exercise of . 

confession was to consciously reveal his sins and receive for- 

glveness from the confessor. With: the forsaking of the con- 

fessional in the post-Reformation churches confession has beccme 

Publie confession became a 

And 

both more formal and more personal. 

part of the sacred service of the liturgical churches. 

personal counseling as a part of the pastor's Seelsorge became a 

channel for the exercise of the Cffice of Keys in the normal 

parish situation. 
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With the growth of psychological understanding of the human 

Mind in our modern world, an increased interest in the fruits of 

Confession has developed. Confession is looked at as a method 

Of catharsis~-2 cleansing of the mind of guilt feelings. Roger's 

expresses this oncept: 

.¢ have Learned that catharsis not only frees the individual 
trom those conseious fears and guilt feelings of which he 45 aware, but that, continued, 1% can bring to light more 
deeply lurie? attitudes which algo exert their influence 
on behavior.+7 : 

lo 
Fel

y 
2 

the basis for this catharsis has become, however, not a plea 

for forgiveness to an offended God, but an acting out of guilt 

feelings by means of psychotherapy and other psychiatric 

techniques. Thus Kogers says, "The whole technique of play 

therapy is based on the fundamental principles of catharsis. nl6 

For those denying the Christian belief that only through the 

Sacrificial blood of Jesus Christ is mm'ts sin forgiven, confession 

must rely on the "curative, creative, redenptive force inherent 

in min.1? pure, scientific psychology aust exclude such concepts 

as sin an‘ judgment. We find this attitude in those professing 

to advise Christian pastors. Bergsten correctly states: 

The: need for confession has a psychological basis, but Christ- 
ian confession should be considered as a purely religious 
acte .« » « the Christian confession is con¢grned exclusively 
with sin and the sinner'ts relation to God. 

Se a Ee 
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Any denial of the fiindamentally religious nature of forgiveness 

is a surrender to the secular psychological axtom that the aim 

of counseling has nothing to do with the rezoval of guilt, but 

only with the relief of guilt feelings, and that salvation is 

Cxactly equivalent tio a feeling of health and f orgiveness.19 

But the Christian pastor whe gives guidance and counseling is in 

the service of a supernatural reality, Cod, & vital power. Not 

only docs he speak in general of spiritual laws, but he represents 

the Lawmakex. hus the counselor is involved, is responsible, 

in the counseling interview. He speaks of sin with the realiza- 

tion that unfergiven sin is demable. He speaks of forgiveness 

with the assurance of Jesus' promise that "whoever believes in 

fim may hays eternal life" (3:15). 

Christian Life 

The souree of Christim living is found in the wrds of 

Jesus which we have studied. It is found in the new birth by 

water ani the Spirit, it is sustained by the indwelling Christ 

who supplies Living water that springs up in a repentant heart 

welling up to eternal lifs, and it expresses itself by worship 

of the loving father in spirit and truth. The pastor must hin- 

self be personally aware of the spiritual reality of his message. 

The Lord should not have to say to us as He did to Nicodenus, 

‘Are you a teacher of Israel, and yet you do not understand this?” 

Reet: are RR none mer ner sene: anne 
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(3:10). As pastoral counselor the Christian minister must learn 

fron Nis Lord the sensitivity towards the individual needs of 

each parishioneer who seeks guidance. He can never allow hin- 

Self to become "oroblem centered” and thereby lose sight of the 

personality he is dealing with. Rather he looks to Jesus for 

the source and maintenance of divine power and he regards each 

individual he counsels as one who is in need of the redeuptive 

love of Christ; and that message of reconciliation is applied 

to the individual personality in a way that he ean best under- 

Stand and apply himself, A good insight has been given by 

Bergsten: 

“ spiritual adviser must ain at guiding his confidants in 
euch a manner that their knowledge of spiritual things is 
fot theoretical but practical and imnediate: based upon 
personal experience of and familiarity with the spiritual 
realities, He must, in fact, help a person to act 45 & 
manner that is in harmony with his eternal destiny. 

this esunseling toward Christian living must be directed toward 

active fellewship with the Church and the Word ani Sacranents. 

Thus Bergsten wisely advices: 

When a spiritual adviser is dealing with a Christian or 
religious enquirer, his most important task is to give 
the confidant the guidance that will enable him to under= 

propriate the means of Grace in the Christ- stand and ap 
ian Shureh. 

J@ briefly gummarise our findings ani conclusions. in the 

examples of Jesust counseling with Nicodemus and the Samaritan 

women we saw counseling that was at the same time client-centered 

ES Aw ENE A EERE 
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and God-centered. Jesus was sensitive to the individuals with 

whom He spoke; but He was also aware of His mission to reveal 

1@ will of God in redeeming the world, and He pointed His clients 

© a reslization of that miseaion and its relevance for their 

ivese Jess was not legalistic nor moralistic, yet He pointed 

ut sin and unbelief. He spoke to each person with understandin: 

and broad sympathy. Yet His leve was firm, knowing tho. cost He 

would pay, and knowing the sin that kept His hearers from fully 

realizing the depth cf His love. 

“edern counseling ecneeE. are helpful to the pastoral 

“Counselor in evaluating his own counseling techniques. He may 

be the greatest block in a counseling interview if he has not 

WLied rapport and has not assured the client that his efforts tati   
are entirely directed towards the counmseles's ultimate good. ‘ie 

criticize muoiern pastoral counseling when it sacrifices the 

-hrictLlan commission from God for a secular understanding of 

human life and a perversion of God's message in the Gospel. The 

evengelical Christian must hold clearly in mind the relationship 

> etween poychology and the care of souls. Sergsten peintedly 
hs es 

Th i. practice of vastoral psychology becomes arid and finally 
haus nothing to give thé penitent if it is divorced from 
ise piety and becomes a mere for the redeuptive 
messace of the Christian Gos 
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